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IN 'rH~ 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2750 
CHARLES L. ELLIS, III, 
versus 
COMMONvVEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEP ARTMIUNT OF 
HIGHWAYS. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. 
To the Honorable Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the 
Suprem,e Cou,rt of Appeals of Vir,qinia: 
Your petitioner, Charles L. Ellis, III, would respectfully 
show that he is aggrieved by order of the Industrial CoIIllllis-
sion of Virginia entered by Commissioner Deans on N ovem-
ber 24, 1942, and the award of the full Commission entered 
on March 1, 1943, in the proceeding pending before said Com-
mission wherein the said Charles L. Ellis, III, was employee 
complainant, and the said Commonwealth of Virginia, De-
partment of Hig·hways, was employer defendant. Your pe-
titioner attaches hereto transcript of the record of the pro-
ceedings had in the matter before the said *Commission, 
2* and prays that the same may be read as a part hereof. 
GENERAL STATEMENT. 
The matter involved here had under consideration the right 
of the said Charles L: Ellis, III, to compensation as the re-
~u!t of the loss of a leg which was amputated, and which it 
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was claimed was the result of an accident arising out of and 
in course of the employment of the said Charles L. Ellis, 
III, by the Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of High-
ways. . 
After certain proceedings before. Hear.ing Comrµissioner 
Deans, an order was entered on November 24, 1942, denying 
the compensation (Rec., p. 54). At the hearing before Com-
missioner Deans only lay evidence was taken. As to the 
medical evidence, an agreement was made, as set out by 
Commissioner Deans, as follows : 
''Commissioner Deans: It is agreed that Mr. daskie, rep-
resenting the employee, may file reports of the three physi-
cians in West Virginia in relation to this case, copies to be 
submitted to cou:µs~l fqr the other sidet a.nd should they de-
sire to cross examine, it will be arranged later. 
'' After the filing of these r~ports, counsel for the employer 
may file reports of physicians, copies to counsel for the em-
ployee, with the same p:rivileg'.e Qf the right to cross examiµe. '' 
(Rec., pp. 19-20.) 
Written reports of Doctors M. M. Ralston and J. N. Reeves 
were filed on behalf of the claimant (Rec., pp. 23-25, and Rec., 
pp. 26-31). Report of. Dr. John ·S. Howe was filed on behalf 
of the employer (Rec., pp. 32~38). 
There appears in the record a letter dated June 6, 1942, 
addressed to ,Charles Nelson,· M. D., Claims Adjuster, De-
partqient of nig4ways, Rfohmond, Virgh;1ia, find signed 
3* by C. E. 1,Vat{dns, M. D., •marked Exhibit No. 1 (Rec., 
pp. 21-22). This letter was filed at the hearing before 
Colllwi~siQ:µer D~ans (Rec., p. ~), and thi$ was the first in-
formation th~ attorneys for t4~ claimant had of t~e existenc~ 
of· such letter. 
Following the :filing of the µieqical reports above set out, 
and before any oppor.tµntty of cross ex&mining had been given 
in ~ccprdan~e with the agreement, Commission~r Deans en-
tered l1is award on Novemper 24, +9~2~ 
The opinion &nd &ward of the lwaring Commissioner qe-
nying ~ompensfl,tion· was issiw« qn November 24tli, just seven 
days after· the report of Dr. ff qwe h~d been filed py the de-
fendant~ and b~fore tlie claimant had hacl s-µfffcient · tiwe to 
·refer the report to his doctors in West Virginia and get a 
· reply or to cross e~&~in0 D.r. liowe, as w&s specifically pro-
vided for (Rec., pp. 19-20). 
Aµ appeA,l tQ t:fw full Conunissipn was im.meqiat~lv noted 
and ·at the !waring before the full Con;imissip~ at~ntion was 
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called to the fact that no opportunity for cross examination 
had been given and request made that if the Commission did 
not conclude that the evidence before the Commission justi-
fied an award for compensation, then an opportunity for 
cross examination of Dr. Howe should be given. 
The full Commission entered its first award affirming the 
hearing Commissioner and denying compensation, and mak-
ing no reference to the matter of cross examination (Rec., 
pp. 60-63). 
When the attention of the Commissioner was again called 
to this the Commissioner granted a re-hearing and an 
4'* opportunity for •cross examination of Dr. Howe, which 
was had, and final award affirming the previous award 
was rendered on May 17, 1943 (Rec., p. 98). 
The re-hearing· was granted on the basis that the claimant 
had not had a reasonable opportunity to cross examine Dr. 
Howe ( R~c., p. 62). 
PERTINENT AND UNCONTRADICTED FACTS. 
Charles. L. Ellis, III, described in the report of the attend-
ing physician as a well developed and well nourished boy of 
nineteen years (Rec., p. 27), was employed by the State High-
way .Commission of the Commonwealth of Virginia. In Sep-
tember or October, 1941, he had an infection in his right fore-
arm following a small furuncle. He was running a tempera-
ture, but responded fairly well .to treatment. The infection 
localized after some time, drained a great deal, and cleared 
up after a series of multiple small furuncles involving the 
entire right forearm. About the time he was ready to go 
back to work, he complained of dull aching pain in his knee, 
or knees (there is some dispute about which knee, or whether 
both knees, which will be dealt with later). The pain was 
of a vague, rheumatoid type, with no external evidence of 
anything such as swelling, tenderness, fluid, etc. (Rec., pp. 
21-22). This knee trouble continued for some time. Ellis 
5• returned to his work but was still *suffering from his 
knee or knees. Ellis had started work under Mr. Huns-
burger of the Highway Department on August 1, 1941, and 
on November 15, 1941, he was transferred to work under Mr. 
Hayes (Rec., p. 13). Whether the knee trouble had cleared 
up prior to the transfer to work under Mr. Hayes or not is 
in conflict, as will be hereinafter shown. 
In the early part of December, 1941, Ellis states about De-
cember 5th (Rec., p~ 7) (Mr. Hayes stated that it was not De-
cember 5th, but he thinks "probably the 10th" (Rec., pp. 18-
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19)), Ellis went out to work with other employees. They 
were taking final notes or estimates 011 Route 250 just East 
of Waynesboro. He stated that they were working on a cut 
which was quite steep and roug·h and a drizzle of rain began, 
and on checking his reading and going down loose rock from 
above apparently began to roll down the side of the bank, 
hitting him on the left knee, and he slipped and fell. A.t the 
time he thought the injury was a minor one. The bruise at 
the moment appeared severe and pain accompanied it, but 
it temporarily left. Later it became painful, but the employee 
did not attribute it to the blow, but thought it was a return 
of the previous pain he had in his knee, which he thought 
was rheumatism (Hee., pp. 2-3). Not referring the trouble 
to the bruise, which was apparently not serious, Ellis made 
no report of the accident to the foreman. Ellis continued to 
work until December 21st. At that time he had some vaca-
tion coming to him, so he applied for a vacation rather than 
take sick leave, with the idea of going to a hospital and 
6~ finding out *what was wrong with his knee, and was told 
he could charg·e the time to his vacation. He thought 
that the trouble with his knee was rheumatism (Rec., pp. 
7-8). 
Mr. Ellis then left and on December 24th reported to the 
hospital at Oak Hill, West Virginia, for an examination. He 
was admitted to the hospital on December 26th (Rec., p. 3). 
The physical examination at the hospital showed that Ellis 
walked with a decided limp, shielding the left leg. ....l\.bout 
the left knee there was some swelling below the knee joint 
and marked tenderness over the medial aspect of proximal 
end -of the tibia. The area was spongy to palpation. X-ray 
examination of the knee showed no evidence of any :marked 
hypertrophy of the bone, though there were definite bony 
changes with periosteal changes noted in the proximal end. 
The X-ray examination indicated probable osteomyelitis with 
possible beginning of malig'llant growth (Rec., p. 27). 
On December 31st the proximal end of the tibia was ex-
posed and bone opened and curetted. At this operation there 
was no evidence of any purulent material, but a large amount 
of highly vascular material resembling· brain substance with 
definite bone destruction in a small area in the proximal end 
of tl1e tibia. Pathological study of the tis~e removed, in-
cluding periosteum, bone and new growth, was made, and 
found to be chonclro sarcoma, which we understand to be 
cancer of the bone (Rec., pp. 27-28). 
Under the conditions, the patient w~s advised to have the · 
Je~r amputated, which was done, and an artificial limb was 
later af fixecl. 
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7• *Contrary to the regular custom in matters before the 
Industrial Commission, the Department of Highways 
was apparently not required to file a statement of its de-
fense, and none appears in the record. Investigation of the 
evidence taken before· Industrial Commissioner Deans, how-
ever, will disclose that at that stage, and before the filing of 
the medical reports, the attorney for the Hig·hway Depart-
ment apparently attempted to develop·the fact that the trouble 
with the knee resulted from the previous arm infection, and 
not from the accident, as to which there was no apparent dis-
pute, unless it be from the fact that no report of the aceident 
was made at the time to the foreman, for reasons which were 
explained by Mr. Ellis, as noted above. 
There is no history of any other injury to tJ.?.e leg of Mr. 
Ellis other than the bruise by the stone. However, he had 
had the previous trouble with his knee following the arm in-
fection, which was reported to the attending physician, and 
is set out in the report of Dr. Reeves, which report included 
the conflict in testimony as to the time that this infection had 
cleared up (Rec., pp. 29-30). 
FACTS IN DISPUTE-EXPRESSED OR BY 
INFERENCE. 
Mr. Ellis stated that the trouble in the knee had practically 
cleared up by November 1st, and before he was transferred 
to work under another foreman, and that he had no trouble 
in November or up until the accident, and thereafter he 
thought that the pain was a return of the rheumatism, or 
whatever it was that he had had before (Rec., pp. 11-12). 
Mr. Hunsberg·er, the foreman, for whom Ellis first 
8* worked, *stated that ''his knee was at times in bad 
shape", and that he wasn't able to dQ the same amount 
of work as a man with a good knee, and he kept him at work 
where it would not be dang·erous for him to fall, that Ellis 
lost no time from his leg, but did lose time from the infected 
arm (Rec., pp. 13-14); that be had a decided limp when he 
returned to work with the arm infection, which continued 
until he left his party on November 15th. 
l\Ir. Hayes, the foreman under whom Ellis was transferred, 
stated when Ellis came to work on November 15th "he was 
lame". "Appeared to be a little bit stiff" (Rec., p. 16), and 
that he put Ellis on light work at first, that he knew it would 
be kind of hard going- for Charles, but he thoug·ht it might 
limber his leg up-"thought his rheumatism hacl pr~Qtically 
cleared up. and the exercise would be of some help to him'' 
(Rec.1 p. 17). Hayes did not remember which leg he was 
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lame in (Rec., p. 18). Later when Ellis discussed it with 
Hayes, Hayes asked "why didn't you report the accident at 
the time", and Ellis replied "I thought it was so slight it 
wasn't necess'ary" (Rec., pp. 17-18). ..A.t the time of the ac-
cident when Ellis was sent out, Hayes stated that Ellis had 
said that he '' thought it might limber his leg up-thought his 
rheumatism had practically cleared up and the exercise would 
be of some help to him". (Rec., p. 17) . .As stated above, Ellis 
had testified that he was having no trouble with his knee or 
knees after: he reported to Hayes. Thus, regardless of 
whether the previous knee trouble had cleared up at the time 
Ellis was transferred on November 15th, there is no de-
. 9"" nial of the fact that it *had absolutely cleared up, or 
practically cleared up entirely when Ellis went up on 
the bank the day of the accident. Certainly there was no 
noticeable pain at that time. 
There is an intimation in the opinion of the Commission, 
though no specific statement to that effect, that possibly there 
may have been no accident. This is apparently based on the 
fact that Ellis made no report of it at the time, and the further 
fact that he stated that the rock rolled down and struck him 
on the knee, while the report of Dr. Reeves stated that while 
he was working the leg was caught between two rocks (Rec., 
p. 26). At the first hearing there was no contradiction or 
the positive evidence of Ellis that he had sustained a bruise 
on his left knee while at work, and therefore, it was deemed 
unnecessary to belabor this question or to encumber the rec-
ord with further testimony . 
. Incidentally, it mig·ht be remarked that there were two other 
witnesses who were working with him who were subpoenaedr 
and who were before the Commission to testify to the fact .. 
They were not put on for reasons stated. 
As no opportunity for cross examination was given, con-
trary to the agreement set out above, there was no oppor-
tunity to clarify the statement of Dr. :Reeves as to whether 
he was correct in saying the knee was caught between two 
rocks. In any event, it was deemed immaterial, as the fact 
of the bruise from a rock, and· not whether it was from one 
or two rocks, was alone pertinent. The fact that Ellis did 
sustain a bruise on his left knee from a rock which struck it, 
as stated in the positive evidence of Ellis under oath,. 
10~ is not *contradicted anywhere in the record. 
The letter of Dr. Watkins above referred to, states 
that when he attended Ellis for the arm infection, and just 
before Ellis returned to work "he did complain to me of a 
dull aching in nis left knee''. He further stated that "the 
• I Charles L. Ellis, III, v . .Commonwealth. 
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pain was m~st severe in his left knee, but if I r~member GOr-
rectly he had some pain at the· same· time in his right knee·,,. 
Hunsberger simply stated that he 4ad a decided limp, but 
di~ not state in 'Yhich leg it w~s. ·· · · · · · · · 
Hayes, as shown above, simply stated that Ellis w~s lam~ 
and appeared t9 be a little qit'- stiff, and tl:iat lie 'put. nim on 
light ~ork, as "he thought getting up· and dow:µ on· his ~m~e 
'~might-hijure his leg'~.· (Note tbat he specifically refers to 
one leg·, and not both.) (R~c., top p~ _17 :r 4-gain '()Il page 
18, when asked whi~h leg was lame he ·stated" ''I° could no't 
say for sure which ·one''·. · · · 
Ellis had referreq to the trquqle as being in his rig:qt knee. 
When his attention· wai:;" called -to the letter of Dr".'-Watki~s, 
he stated that the1·e ,vas some Jiahi" in b<>th knees, and' 'that 
the pail~ was mor~ to the riglit knee than to the left, and t~at 
it was not really noticeable in 'the left-· ''I am most certain 
the left", and when he mentioned the pain to Dr. Watkinf:i it 
was ,·more or" less 'in·'a casuiU-\vay, ahd .. 4~ gave hi:in sbme 
white compound and said '"see if that":fixes j·ori up''. H~ 
did admit that he did have some trouble in both legs follo,v-
ing- the arm infection (Rec., pp. 10-11) • 
. It is important here to ·me·ntfon that au of the medical evi-
dence ag+eea.· "tliat the arm infection could" ·'·not hav¢ 
11 * caused the *chon'.dro sarcoma· o'r cancerous· condition. of 
the l_me~. 'f4e pr~viou~ kµ~f trouble hacl appur~ntly 
been regarded as .. ail after ·eff~ct" of" t4e arm infection, "and of. 
a nature entfrely different rf9in the cancerous cqnditiop. · · · 
As sho,vn above·; Ellis' claihied that~the accident occurred 
ab~ut December 5th;\vhile ¥r.·:ijayes tliought it was "pr'oo: 
ably Ifoceµiber · tot:µ·,'. \ylien. Eliis 'was 'Yorking· oii the ;ban1r 
where t~1e · ~ccident was all~g¢d' ·tq have o~curred. · Tb'.e Cchil: 
mission found it'to 'be' "'ori'cn~ about December·5th'' (Rec., 
P·. 39). . ,. . . . . .. I 
MEDICAL 'JJESTIMONY. 
The decision of tI1e matter in ~9ntr9ye.rsy really d~pends 
entirely upon the ·medical testinfony, which tl:ius becomes' most 
pertinent. · _,. ·· 
The claim~nt filed tµe stat~m~nt~ of Dr. J. N. Reeves (R~c., 
p. 26, et sea.) and' D~·. l\L :M::Ralston "(l?ec.;p: ·23, ·et seq.). 
T~ese two doctors were 'tli~(atteii'4ing · physicians fp. the case. 
The opinion of Dr. Reeve·if ~ives th¢ real di~gnosis, and ·nr. 
Ralston concurred hi"tpis. Fo:r'the·def~nqant; the ~tatemerit 
of Dr . .Tohn S. Howe was file-d (Rec:, ":rt 32; et seq~). · · · 
r~e opinion of ·noctor\i R~Jve§ aµd Ralston was , that the 
con~i~i~n whic~ ~ev~lqp~~ ~t ~4~ ~ft<f pf ~h~ kne~ injury wa~ 
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a direct result of the injury from the rock, and that the blow 
on the leg was the sole cause of the trouble which necessi-
tated the amputation of the leg (Rec., p. 30). 
The opinion of Dr. Howe, after citing sundry medi-
12* cal *authorities was that "the evidence quoted in this 
case fails to show a definite relationship between the 
trauma and the development of the chondro-sarcoma in my 
opinion". He then adverts to the fact of the short period of 
time between the trauma and the diagnosis, and states that 
such makes the existence of any relationship ''very unlikely" 
(Rec., p. 37). 
All three doctors agreed that the arm infection had no re-
lationship to the development of bone sarcoma. 
A. Medical testimony for claimant. Points noted. 
The medical testimony consisted of the statements of Doc-
tors Reeves and Ralston, as to which we note especially the 
following: 
1. These doctors were the attending and operating physi-
cians, thoroughly familiar with every detail of the case and 
the actual appearance of the leg and the extent of the sar-
coma. . 
2. These doctors were definite and positive in their opin-
ions, which attributed the condition to the accident. 
3. While these doctors stated that there was a larg·e 
amount of vascular tissue resembling brain substance when 
the operation was performed on December 31st, they further 
stated there was onlv bone destruction in a small area in 
the proximal end of the tibia. Thus the bone infection was 
small and had progressed only to a very limited extent. 
B. :Medical testimony for employer. 
13,r., !The medical evidence for the emµloyer consisted of 
the statement of Dr. Howe, as to which we note the fol-
lowing: 
1. This statement is entirely theoretical and in effect ad-
mits that it is an opinion based on insufficient evidence when 
it states "In order to evaluate the case accuratelv on its 
merits, it would be l1elpful to have more definite informa-
tion on the size of the tumor in the X-ray and at the time 
of operation as well as to review the slides made from the 
tumor, ,qfo,ce the course of a bone sarcoma 1nau vary according 
to the histolo gic type.'' (Italics supplied.) (R.ec., p. 36.) 
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All the abo:ve specific information was definitely known to 
Doctors Reeves and Ralston, who gave definite and positive 
opinions. 
2. Again Dr. Howe states as his opinion, not that the sar-
coma was not caused or accelerated by the injury, or could 
not be so caused or accelerated in the "short time" to which 
he refers, but merely "in my opinion it is not likely that a 
chondro sarcoma of the size described here could develop in 
fourteen days * * * (actually 19 da.ys). It seems ·more prob-
able that the pain which was present in the knee from about 
· October and caused fairly constant limping according to the 
testimony, was due to au early tumor actually present at that 
time" (Rec., pp. 36-37). 
Note that this statement is indefinite and uncertain in the 
use of the words "not likely" and "more probable". 
Note further that the extent of the chondro sarcoma and 
purulent material was not found fourteen ( or nineteen) 
14* days after the *accident, but only when the operation 
was performed on December 31st, which would be 
twenty-one (or twenty-six) days after the accident. 
Note further that Dr. Rowe refers to sarcoma of "that 
size", while the evidence shows that the actual sarcoma of 
the bone was only a "small area", with no mention of what 
was the actual size. 
3. It is further noted that there is no consideration by 
Dr. Howe of the question of acceleration, even if there had 
been incipient sarcoma present prior to the injury. 
4. Dr. Howe quotes from Geschickter and Copeland in 
Titmors of bone, to the effect that with chondro sarcoma 
'' pain becomes rapidly more constant and severe and soon 
interferes with function of the part. Weight bearing in the 
affected leg soon becomes painful and limping is followed by 
the use of crutches". (Italics supplied.) (Rec., p. 34.) 
While Dr. Howe applies the quotation as authority for 
the instant case, the course in the instant case is directly 
contrary to the course therein set out, as the previous pain 
in the leg was not only principally in the rig·ht leg, but ac-
cording to the uncontradicted evidence improved and had 
practically cleared up entirely before the accident, and did 
not become rapidly more constant and severe. It was only 
after the injury that the pain became rapidly more constant 
and severe. If there had been active chondro sarcoma pres-
ent to account for the previous pain, it would, according to 
G. and C. have "rapidly become more constant and se-
15r, vere", instead of improving and clearing up. The 
*natural query is why, if there had been active chondro 
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sarcoma present prior to the ~njury, and when the pain be-
gan iii the latter pa..rl of September or 'first part of October, 
these· pains took the directly opposite course from what the 
authority quoted state¢! would be th~ case. · · 
It is statecl hi the quotation "fi·om' E\ving, not that injury 
cloe~ Iiot cause· ·or· ·~ccelerate f?Rrconia; but merely that there 
is a." strolig; presuinptio~ that it"is. caused not by tlie i~ju:ry' 
bµt'; ~tc."' (Rec:, p. 34). · ... .. · · · · · .. · · · · .. 
. ']he. basis 'of' the ·assumptiqn is becau;se in a vast majority 
pf ·case·s qf fraGtnres of 'bones ·and bone injuries, tliey heal 
normally.· . It is specifiGally noted" tµat h~ does ·not say th~t 
all' cases heal notriiaTiy' (Rec.; p. 34:)'." ·rn tl:iis connection it 
may be ·said,"and\ve understand it is c9mrtj.'oii kilowlecJge,"'that 
in a yast majority of head inju:i;ies thef hear noi~J#ally, and 
are follow~d by no serious re$µ1ts, yet, as w·e rindersfand: it 
is equ~l!y ~~11 ~cn:11 ~:qd a~c~.P~~~ th~f in ~o~e ?ases i! ~rill 
:produc~ an after eff'~ct of epilepsy, and where there 1s no 
otlier· Iinow~· cause' or epilep~y· an~ no fa111ily history pf epi~ 
lepsy, 'niedfoal opinion will refer 'tpe·· epilepsy #> the bead fo-
jury .. Tt cith just ·as w_ell 'be. sata., despite the ·above~ that 
epilepsy· ronowing; some time af Wr the · h~ad "injury shoJ.1Ic1 
nof be attrfl~uted ~fo the' b(~~d 'infary, because ip. the' vast ma-
jority of· c~ses it do~s not" follow such injury~ · 
. Dr. Howe ·- again· quotes from Geschickter and Copeland. 
I11 thi~ quotation, however, th~re is no silggestiqn that sar-
. ·. coiµa may not" ·r oITo,v speedily fr()m. trampa~ bu't merely 
1.6~ that the· symptoms or i!iis~:rco:rna have usuaIIy existed foi-
~~~~~- ?n~ to·five mo~ths (Re·c.; p~- 34r '. . 
CROSS EXAMINATION OF DR. HOWE. 
. . . . ·-· ' · .. \ ... .. . . . 
:Qr. !low~ was cros~ examined on April 2oth. His attention 
was called to th~ fact, as sliowri ali6ve; ·that unaer the very 
authorHie~ cite'd bi U.im me· course of the 'pain· prior to the 
ac~ide11-t: instead of bec,oming: b11iialy more constant. and se-
ver~ ·a~~ !~s~lf~pg· i~- ~1;1ar l~ss ·~t~s~ ·~rt~~ 'tjart ~:ff~cted~ 
actually had cleared up. or c~rt~mly practically cleared up 
prio1; · to the accident. He uiidedqqlr to explain this by say-
i:Q.g that the .aufhority us~.cl" tlie w:q1·d "usua]Iy" .. Attention 
\V~as ·callecl'to the fact fhaf the worcT "1:istialiy'''did not ap-
pe'it';r iii'fhe se:nf~n~·e· referred' to:· ffe tJi,e:n stated that it QC-
cufrea·· iri ... the previolJS. sentence. ;ind he . the'fef ore assumed 
tl}.e wprcl "USlJ&IIY" app]jed'to the succ~ediri~' sentence. His; 
iitteritioii was then called fo tbe, fact that' fo. the 'la fer. editfo1i 
of' fieschic1der · arid Copeland tli~ · wqr'ff ''u~ually" did p.ot 
ajJp~e~~ !11 ~i~~~1: s~)1t.~n~e. ·· ~~e tli'~:'!·~nclert?ok~·to eJfpI.ain hiR 
position oy saymg that tl1e authority dealt with tiie normal 
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course and that other conditions "are not unheard of", as 
it was possible that a disease might. take a different course 
from that stated by the authority, and the condition become 
better instead of worse (Rec. pp. 74-76). This statement 
was made, notwithstanding the fact that the authorities quoted 
by him stated that, while the pain might be intermittent, it 
is rarely absent. 
17* *In addition to this, Dr. Howe admitted that it was 
easily possible that the pain in the knees previous to 
the accident could have come from the arm infection, as such 
infection often causes trouble in other parts of the body ( Rec., 
p. 71). Thus, in order to ref er the previous pain to a previ-. 
ous existence of sarcoma, Dr. Howe had to make this case 
take a different course from the usual course, and had to dis-
regard absolutely the statement of his authority that the pain 
was rarely absent, and also had to disregard the statement 
of his authority that sarcoma "may or may not follow a rela-
tively mild form of trauma'' and in such case that t4e pain 
would become "rapidly more constant and severe and soon 
interferes with the function of the part" (Rec., p. 74). Thus 
it would appear from a common sense view of the matter 
which, as shown, this Court says will control in such cases: 
that the pain previous to the accident must have come from 
some other source than the sarcoma, because its course was 
directly contrary to the course stated by the authorities for 
such condition, and that if previous sarcoma existed, it was 
quiescent and latent or slowly developing prior to the ac-
cident. Immediately following· the accident it followed the 
identical course outlined by the authorities, from which it 
would necessarily appear that the accident either lighted up 
or aggravated the sarcoma, if it in fact existed prior to the 
accident. 
In the original statement of the physicians for the claim-
ant the question of aggravation was not dealt with, and it 
was for this reason that it was important to cross ex-
18* amine Dr. Howe. ""The attending physicians for the 
plaintiff . referred the sarcoma directly to the accident. 
They did not deal with the question of aggravation in terms, 
and thus it does not appear where they referred to it as hav-
ing ag·gravated it or having directly caused it, and no cross 
examination was had on this subject. 
Dr. Howe, as shown above, had previously stated that 
trauma mig·ht call attention to a tumor which previously 
existed, and that· in a small percentage of cases mig·ht ac-
tuallv cause or accelerate the growth of sarcoma already 
existing, and on cross examination he admitted that trauma 
is "one of the factors, and that following injury there may 
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be a growth of tissue, but it is a tissue gone wild and not 
following the normal laws'' (Rec., p. 67), and that certainJ y 
an injury at the site of sarcoma '·would do it no g·ood" and 
might actually cause or accelerate the growth of sarcoma 
(Rec., p. 68). 
It is noted that in Bryan's Principles of Surgery, quoted 
with approval in Winchester Milling Co. v. Sencindiver, supra, 
it is stated that the '' degTee of injury plays no important part 
in the etiolog-y, which conforms to the statement of Ges-
chickter and Uopeland above referred to; that all authorities 
agree with the statement of Bryan that '' a large percent-
age of them develop at the site of recent injuries''; that the 
authorities agree to the effect that following trauma sarcoma 
may develop very rapidly in the matter of weeks or months, 
thus agreeing with the statement of Bryan that such tissue 
may develop "with no definite time intervening"; that 
19* both Dr. Howe and all *authorities agree that trauma is 
one of the factors; that in the instant case it was only 
after the injury that the condition took the course recognized 
by authorities for sarcoma; that all the authorities and 
Dr. Howe ag-ree that the age from twenty to thirty is 
the age when hone sarcoma is most likely to occur; Ellis 
was nineteen; that all the authorities agree that trauma is 
recog·nized as one of the causes which might cause sarcoma 
or aggravate sarcoma already existing; and that all authori-
ties and Dr. Howe agree that sarcoma or cancer is one of 
the enigmas of the medical profession, and no one re all)· 
knows what causes it (Rec., p. 8). 
We also call attention to the fact that in the work "Practice 
of Surgery'' by Dean Lewis (Ed. 1940), and in which Dr. J. 
Shelton Horsley of Richmond was one of the collaborators, 
and which was stated by Dr. Howe as a recognized authority, 
it was stated that "the relation of trauma to tumor forma-
tion has assumed greater importance since industrial acci-
dent insurance has become more widespread in this coun-
try. The rulings in the various states are thus far separate 
and each Commission has its own individual opinion. Exact 
scientific proof is not demanded by most Commissions and 
if the tumor forms after the proven trauma it is generally 
held to be a responsible factor'' (Rec., pp. 83-84). This state-
ment was objected to but was introduced to show that in thP 
medical profession it is recognized that courts generally hold · 
that sarcoma following a proven trauma is generally held as 
a responsible factor, and which agrees entirely with the 
20;~ *opinion of this Court in the Sencindiver case as ~hove 
set out. 
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"\Ve call attention to the following points: 
1. The patient was apparently a well developed and well 
nourished boy. 
2. The bone destrn<:~tion was only in a small area. 
3. There was no history of any previous injury or loss 
of time with the exception of the time lost from lameness fol-
lowing the arm infection, which infection all physicians agree 
had no connection with the chondro sarcoma. The previous 
trouble in the knees had been attributed to the arm infec-
tion, and, instead of growing worse, it improved, and ap-
parently had cleared up prior to the injury in December, 
whether there was any appreciable trouble there after No-
vember 1st, or not, as to which the evidence is conflicting. 
4. That prior to the accident the previous pain in the knee 
or knees was accompanied by no evidence of swelling, ten-
derness or fluid (Rec., pp. 21-22), while after the accident 
there was both swelling· and tenderness a.nd the area was 
somewhat spongy (Rec., p. 27). 
5. It is noted that the extent of the bone infection was not 
discovered until the operation on December 31st, which was 
twenty-six days ( or twenty-one days) after the accident, 
though the X-ray examination, probably on December 26th, 
while showing no marked hypertrophy of the bone, 
21 * showed definite bony changes *in the proximal end of 
the tibia. 
6. That the sarcoma existed in the left knee, while the only 
positive testimony under oath is that the main previous 
trouble in the knees following the arm infection was chiefly 
in the right knee, and not in the left knee. 
Thus under the authorities, the specific statements of Dr. 
Howe himself, and under the ruling·s of this Court, in con-
formity with the rulings in most jurisdictions, the claimant 
here would be entitled to recover compensation on the ground 
that the trauma either caused or accelerated the sarcoma. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Petitioner assig·ns the following errors : 
I. The Commission erred in holding under the evidence 
that the employee had failed to establish that his condition 
was the result of the alleged accident on December 5, 1941, 
and that he failed to show a definite relationship between 
the alleged accident and the development of chondro sarcoma 
(Rec., pp. 53-54, and Rec., pp. 58-59), such holding being not 
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justified from the evidence and the rule of decision as ap-
proved by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
IL That the Commission erred in refusing to a ward the 
petitioner compensation for the loss of a leg as the result of 
injury from an accident arising out of and in course of em-
ployment. 
ARGUMENT. 
Both Assignments of Error Numbers I and II may 
228 well be *discussed together, as they necessarily involve 
the same -questions and discussion. 
A. Ge1ieral. 
We note the following: (1) That Doctors Reeves and 
Ralston, who were in charge of the patient and operated, 
were thoroughly familiar with all the conditions, gave. definite 
and positive opinions on known conditions; (2) That Dr. 
Howe expressed merely a theoretical opinion while admitting 
~hat '' in order to evaluate the case ac.curately it would be. 
helpful to have more definite information'', and that neither 
Dr. Howe nor the authorities quoted stated more than proba-
bi1ities, or what would be more likely, and nowhere expressed 
an opinion in positive denial· of the opinion of Doctors 
Reeves and Ralston; (3) That, as shown above, the previous: 
knee trouble, not only did not follow the course indicated bv 
the very authorities quoted by Dr. Howe as the course of' 
active sarcoma, but took the course directly contrary thereto .. 
while after the accident the course was exactly that indicated 
by the authorities; and (4) That the purpose of the Compen-
sation Act is to protect the employee and that it should be 
,., construed liberally in favor of the workman''. (See Sup-
ply Co. v. lJtlcReynolds, 157 Va. 468, 470, 162 S. E. 8.) 
From the above it would seem clear that an award to the 
claimant should be made. Anv other award under the above 
would be to reverse the liberal construction in favor of' 
23~ tl1e workman •and instead substitute a contrary con-
struction, strict as to him and liberal as to the employer. 
This position is especially true, in view of the principle 
adopted by courts generally, and specifically by the Court 
of Appeals of Virginia, in the JfcReynolils case above, as 
follows: 
''The g·eneral rule is that when an attending physician is· 
positive in his diagnosis of a disease, great weight will be 
given oy the courts to his opinion. ,-y 
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Here the two attending physicians are positive in their opin-
ion, while the opinion of the physician for the employer is 
purely theoretical and anything but positive, as shown above. 
· B. .Aggravation. 
It is noted that whethei· a given disease be actually caused 
by the accidental injury or not, compensation is awarded 
for such injury which '' lights up'' or aggravates an existing 
disease or condition. This principle is well and definitely 
established in the compensation decisions. We find three 
such decisions in one volume, Volume 11 0. I. C., viz.: 
1. Bowen v. Virginia Iron, Goal and Coke Co., 11 O. I. C. 
419 ( Nickels, Commissioner). 
In this case compensation was awarded for asthma which 
was aggravated by an accident. · 
2. Wood-ward v. Blue Gern, Coal Corp., 11 O. I. C. 411 
· 24 * * ( Nickels, Commissioner). 
The opinion refers to the fact that the pre-existing 
·condition existed and would have developed at a fairly fixed 
rate but for the accident, which hastened it. The following 
quotation from the opinion is especially apposite here: 
"It is difficult to conceive of an explanation for claimant's 
disability unless the strain caused it. • * ~ '' 
'' The record as a whole leaves this solution the only con-
vincing one unless it perchance be treated as a coincidence~'' 
In our case, according to the very authorities cited by Dr. 
Howe, if there were existing sarcoma prior to the accident 
it must necessarily have been in a latent or quiescent state, 
for the previous trouble had practically cleared up (prob-
ably having resulted from the arm infection). According 
to the authorities. cited, with active sarcoma, as shown abov,3 
"the pain becomes -rapidly more constant and severe and 
soon interferes with the function of the part. Weight bearing 
in the affected leg soon becomes painful and limping is fol-
lowed by the use of crutches'' (Rec., p. 34), and may progress 
very rapidly-in a few weeks or months (Rec., p. 76J:--' Such 
course in the instant case only followed after th~ )bruise 011 
the le_q, which would indicate, according to the authorities 
cited by Dr. Howe, either that no sarcoma existed prior to 
the accident, since it did not follow the course indicated, or 
if it existed it was necessarily latent and not active, or, as 
-
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stated by Nickels, Commissioner, in the opinion last 
25• above, was in a dormant or *slowly developing state 
until the accident, and the rapid progress after the ac-
cident could not be regarded as a mere coincidence. ( See also 
Winchester Milling Company v. 8encindiver (infra).) 
3. DeVaughan v. lVl.ichelbach, 11 0. I. 0. 486 (Kiser, Com-
missioner) . 
In this case the claimant bad appendicitis in a latent form, 
which was aggravated by a strain while the employee, with 
another workman, was carrying a 400-pound refrigerator. 
The Virginia Court of Appeals has considered this fact 
specifically in a compensation sarcoma case very similar to 
the case at bar. The opinion of the Court of Appeals is thus 
especially applicable here, so much so, that we will treat it 
in detail. 
Winchester Milling Corp. v. Sencinddver, 148 Va. 388, 138 
S. E. 479. This case was heard twice, once for disability, 
and later after the death of the employee. The first hear-
ing was before Handy, Commissioner. Compensation was 
awarded both for the disability, and later for the death, and 
after the death hearing the case was appealed to the Supreme 
Court, which affirmed the award. 
Sencindiver was manager for the Milling Corporation, and 
in the course of the employment on May 29th, slipped and fell 
a distance of four or :five feet and hurt his groin and ribs. 
Examination the next day showed no external evidence of 
injury to the side. On June 12th ( note this was exactly four. 
teen days after the accident, which is the same or less time 
than the case at b.ar), he went to a doctor complaining 
26,J{c of ·severe *pains in his side. (In our case nineteen days 
( or fourteen) after, Ellis complained of severe pains in 
his leg.) Examination was made but nothing particular 
done a.t that time. On June 23rd the doctor was called to 
the bedside of the patient, who was in an extreme toxic con-
dition. Later he improved and went back to work for four-
teen days in September, and on November 17th an operation 
was performed and a rib was removed, and examination dis-
closed sarcoma. The patient died about a year later. Prior 
to the fall Sencindiver had been reg-ular in his work and, 
according to the opinion of the Court, there was nothing in 
his record to show that he had had any illness prior to the 
injury. · 
The medical testimony was conflicting as to whether tI1e 
injury had any causal connection with .the sarcoma. The 
Court quoted with approval from the opinion of Commissioner 
Handy in the first hearing, as follows: 
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27:l- *"Whatever may be the medical theory as to the con-
nection between sarcoma or cancer and traumatism, it 
is nevertheless impossible, as the Commissioner views it, to 
separate the occurrence of the injury in this case from the 
condition of disability which has resulted. We have a man 
who was apparently in sound health-at least he had been a 
steady worker and there is no testimony to the contrary-
who sustains a rather seve·re injury, following which imme-
diate symptoms developed and yery shortly afterwards he 
became totally disabled. 
"The finding is, therefore, to the effect that as a result 
of the accident sustained, the claimant has been disabled as 
above set out and that his present disability is due to the in-
jury or has been aggravated by it, so as to bring it within the 
rule followed in compensation cases.'' 
The above quotation might equally as well be used with 
reference to the case at bar, and illustrates the principle that 
the fact of the injury with the immediate symptoms follow-
ing shows a causal connection in fact "Q,tever may be !he 
Itl!Ldical theory", and also that the benevolent purpose of the 
Compensailo'n Act to protect . the worlm1an will not be de-
feated in the face of common · sense facts merely because 
there is conflicting medical theory. As shown below, this 
is especially true in cancer cases, since cancer has been, ancl _ / 
still is the enfapna of tbe wegical profession, and no one v 
really knows wast causes it. """""': 
r" '!'lie above quotation used by the Court was from the opin-
ion of Commissioner Handy in the first hearing before death. 
On the second hearing, after the .death, the opinion was by 
Deans, Commissioner, and the Court quotes from his opin-
ion, as follows : 
"The Commissioner finds that the death of J. F. Sen-
cindiver was the result of the cancer which has already been 
found to have either been ca,used by, or contribitted to, by the 
injury received by him on May 29, 1925. '' 
'' An award will be entered in favor of the widow 
28* *providing for the payment of compensation at the rate 
of $12.00 per week for a period of 300 weeks.'' 
It is noted that full compensation for the death was awarded 
on the ground that it was justified whether the injury caused 
or confributed to or aggravated the condition of the bone. 
The Court then further proceeds to state that the sar-
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coma either resulted from the injury or was at the time of 
the accident in a quiescent state and the accident aggravated 
it and hastened the employee's death. It stated that in either 
case "the requirements of the above quoted section (Section 
2, sub-division "D" Workma:p.'s Compeµsation Act) are met 
and the present claimants are entitled to compensation''. 
In the present case the severe pains were present nineteen 
( or fourteen) days after the accident, just as was true in the 
Senoincliver case. In the present case detailed examination· 
was made and operation was performed at· once, so that the 
claimant only lost a leg·. In the Sencin,diver case, no imme-
diate action was taken and the disease therefore progressed 
so that the employee lost his life. 
In the Sencindiver case the Court further referred to the 
medical testimony for the defendant, that Sencindiver evi-
dently had cancer prior to the accident, and thus it was not 
caused by the accident, and that in their opinion the acci-
dent did not hasten the death, and says on pages 393-4 of 128 
Virginia: · 
29* ~u' 8 "' «: independently of the ~edical or exp0P-t tCh~-
. timony in the case, there is ample~vidence growing out 
of the circumstan~es of the case that the employee was not 
affected with cancer prior to the injury, and that the can-
cer was caused by the accident; or if the cancer was pres-
sent, it was in quiescent form, and was aggravated by the in-
jury and the injury hastened death.'' 
Again on page 394, in referring to the medical opinion, the 
Court says: 
''The drift of this theorizing, it is true, is to the effect 
that in the opinion of the witnesses the saz:co~ was pres-
ent prior to the injury, and to the effect also, tliat the type 
of cancer with which Sencindiver was afflicted, usually re-
sults in death within from six to nine months. It is therr-
fore concluded (by the doctors) ; 1st, that the sarcoma was, 
beyond question, present at the time of the injury and was 
therefore not caused by the injury, which (the Court says} 
is of course true if the opinion of the medical men relied on 
is alone to be considered; and 2nd, that the sarcoma was not 
aggravated and death hastened by the injury because the-
victim in this case lived fifteen months after the injury, 
whereas persons suffering from sarcoma usually die from six: 
to nine months from the inception of the disease."' 
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The Court then further says : 
"The inconsistency of these positions to meet the alternate 
conclusions of the .Commission does not seem to have oc-
curred to counsel, but aside from this the undisputed facts 
of the case and much of the medical testimony, constituting 
the weight of evidence, support the conclusions of the Com-
mission.'' 
These quotations last above are also equally applicable 
to the case at bar, in that the undisputed facts and circum-
stances, and here the testimony of two doctors against one 
support the conclusion that the injury was caused by the· 
accident, or at least that it was aggravated by it. It is true 
that the opinions of Doctors Reeves and Ralston did not men-
tion aggravation, obviously because it was unnecessary in 
view of the fact that they had attributed the sarcoma 
30* directly to the injury. However, it is noted *that in 
the quotation from Ewing in the opinion of Dr. Howe, 
it is specifically stated as follows : 
'' All varieties of sarcoma have been attributed to trauma,'' v 
and in his own opinion Dr. Howe states that there are at least 
three possible explanations which might be given to the as-
sociation between trauma and bone sarcoma-
''First, the trauma may simply have called attention to a 
tumor of the bone which had previously existed. Second, 
the relationship may be entirely coincidental with no causal 
relationship. Third, perhaps in a small percent~ge of cases 
the trauma may actuall;11 cause the bone sarcoma or may ac-
celerate. the growth of a sarcoma already existing.'' 
Returning to the 8 encindiver case, the Court in that case 
refers to testimony of Dr. ~er and of the Commission 'A 
medical examb1er, to the effect that, while in-their opinion 
the sarcoma was a pre-existing condition, the accident in fact 
accelerated it and caused a more rapid growth of the disease, 
and also that in their opinion there was thus a causal con-
nection between the blow and the ca.ncer, and the Court then 
quotes from Rryan 's Principles 'of Surgery, page 504, as 
follows: 
'' Sarcoma arise independently of any known cause and oc-
cur at any age; they may be cong·enital or arise in the very 
old. The relationship established between the receipt of an 
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injury and the original of sarcoma is very interesting. A 
large percentage of theni develop at the site of a recent injury, 
ivith no definite time intervening. The degree of injury seems 
to play no important part in the etiology.'' 
31 * *The Court then proceeds on page 395 : 
'' Whatever view we take of the medical opinions, they are 
frankly, and at best, but theories, but taking them as they 
are, in connection with the facts heretofore narrated, ancl 
taking a common sense, practical view, as courts and com-
missions must take of the ordinary happenings of life, boiled 
down to its last analysis the medical theory is that there is 
a relationship between. the receipt of injury and origin of 
sar-coma, and that the degree of injury plays no important 
part. ·with this in mind we find a perfectly healthy, strong 
man who has never lost any time from work or complained 
of any illness, suffers an injury and from that time on is in-
capacitated, grows worse and worse, sarcoma develops at 
the point of injury, from which he dies. The lay mind, un-
der such circumstances, can reach no other conclusion than 
that reached by the Commission, viz.: that the sarcoma was 
either caused by the injury or was aggravated by it.'' 
The quotation in this last parag-raph was cited with ap-
proval by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in J us-
tice v. Panther Coal Co., 173 Va. 1, 4 (April, 1939). 
The Court in the Sencindiver case then refers to a number 
of cancer decisions which are illuminating, and for which we 
refer to the opinion, and then concludes as follows: 
'' As Chairman Handy well says in concluding bis opinion : 
'The general rule clearly to be adduced from the decisions 
in this type of case is that if the facts show a causal connec-
tion between, the inj'llry and the development of cancer, then 
the two cannot be separated, and the victim of the cancer is 
entitled to compensation. It frequently appears in the re-
ports of these cases that the doctors disagree as to the prob-
able connection between a blow and the development of can-
cer, but from the standpoint of the compensation act, where 
a workman is apparently healthy, as is the ca.se here, and 
able to perform his regular work, and immediately following 
a severe blow, a condition sets up which later turns out to be 
cancerous, the commissioner believes tha.t the connection be ... 
tween the blow and such development is clear.' '' 
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(The first sentence of this last quotation was likewise cited 
with approval in the Panther Goal Co. case.) 
32* * .After setting out the above quotation from Com-
missioner Handy's opinion, the Court then adds: 
"To this we may add that the courts have in general found 
no difficulty in cases similar to the one we are considering 
here, in applying the ordinary rules of evidence, and in draw-
ing the ordinary conclusions of cause and effect fro111, estab-
lished facts, and we find none. This, we doubt not, courts 
will contiµue to do with a full sense of justification and with-
out apology until the cause of cancer is definitely and scien-
tifically established.'' 
We have discussed and quoted liberally from this Sen-
cindiver case as it apparently fits the case at bar as closely 
as decisions can ordinarily be found to fit a pending case. 
In reality, the opinion in the Sen,cindiver case constitutes a 
good brief for the claimant in the instant case. It is ·to be 
noted that in the Sencindiver case the pains (later found to 
be due to cancer) had become very severe by June 12th, which 
was just fourteen days after the accident on May 29th. This 
is less than the period involved in the instant case, when the 
accident happened on December 5th and the pains had be-
come so severe by Decemb~r 24th that the patient visited the 
doctor and was hospitalized on December 26th. It w~s very 
fortunate in the instant case that the doctors immediately 
made a detailed examination and operated speedily, so that 
the patient only lost a leg, so far as present results are 
known. In the Sencindiver case they did not make such 
careful investigation or operate immediately, but after .sev-
eral months, and the patient died. 
vVe have noted above that two of the quotations from the 
Sencindiver case were quoted with approval in the case 
33* of Justice v. '*Panther Coal Co. (su,pra). In the Justice 
case the employee sustained injury which was followed 
by pneumonia from which he died, and the question was 
whether the injury was causally connected with the death. 
The niedical opinion was apparently to the contrary, or so 
far as it was otherwise it was very indefinite and uncertain. 
The Commission denied compensation on the ground that 
the claimant had not carried the burden of proving the con-
nect.ion. On appeal the case was reversed, and it was in 
this connection that the Court quoted from the Sencindiver 
~f!~~ tb~t, regardless of medical opinion, they are at best but 
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theories and when taken in connection with the facts and a 
common sense practical view '' as courts and commissions 
must take of the ordinary happenings of life'', the lay mind 
could reach no other conclusion than that the disease was. 
either caused by or aggravated by the injury, and thus the 
compensation should be awarded, in view of the fact that an 
otherwise healthy man suffered an injury and immediately 
grew worse and worse and the disease developed. · 
It is also interesting to note that in Collie v. Walters, 18 
0. I. C. 94, a cancer case, the Commission, through Nickels,. 
Chairman, quoted an opinion of Dr. W. R. Williams as an 
expert on the subject, who had had extensive experience with 
cancer, to the effect that one single trauma tnight c·ause sar-
coma. As shown, this opinion was expressed from personal 
experience of the doctor and from reports of medical re-
search associations. 
It is thus respectfully submitted that if a mere theoretical 
opinion, such as that of Dr. Howe, should be controlling,. 
34* the •sencindiver case, decided by this Commission and 
by 'fJ!e Court of Appeals of Virginia, would be in effect 
reversed 'along with numerous other cancer cases where 
awards have been made by courts throughout the Union. If 
it be desired to pursue the subject further, a list of such cases, 
will be found in the notes in 20 A. L. R., page 23, and 73 
A. L. · R., page 498. In a number of these cases the sarcoma 
was discovered in much less time than the time Dr. Howe re-
ferred to as the usual time. Further, w~ have already re-
ferred to the lack of positiveness in Dr. Howe's opinion, in 
his use of the expressions '' very probable'' or '' not likely'',. 
as well as to the positive and definite opinions of the doctors: 
for the claimant. 
We attach hereto a brief statement with reference to some, 
~f the cases cited in the A. L. R. notes above, which we think 
especially pertinent here. 
It is thus submitted that _in view of the evidence, the prin-
ciple that the opinions of attending physicians are given espe-
cial weight, and of the decision of the Virginia -Court in thei 
Sencindiver case, the award here should be made to the 
claimant. 
All italics· in the quotations above were supplied by us~ 
35• *SUMMARY OF FACTS. 
1. Charles L. Ellis, a young man with no previous history 
of injury or disease, except the arm infection and some pains· 
in the knee following that, sustained a oruise on the knee 
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from a rock 011 December 5, 1941 ( this date was found by 
the , Commission). 
2. The previous trouble in his knee, thought to be rheu-
matic and to result from the arm infection, had cleared up 
or practically cleared up before he sustained the injury on 
December 5th. With this previous trouble there- were none 
of the indicia of active sarcoma, as indicated by the authori-
ties, such as swelling, tend~rness, and increasing pain to the 
point of immobility, etc. 
3. Following the injury, which was at the time thought 
to be a minor matter, so much so that it was not reported, 
the knee began to g·ive trouble, with the recog11ized indicia of 
sarcoma, and which rapidly progressed until December 24th, 
when the claimant went to the hospital for an examination. 
He was formally entered as a patient in the hospital on De-
cember 26th. Operation was performed on December 31st, 
when the trouble was found, which was analyzed and found 
to be chondro sarcoma. 
4. The serious trouble with the leg began immediately after 
the accident and continued rapidly and progressively until 
the operation. After the diagnosis of chondro sarcoma, the 
leg was amputated. 
H6:t •5. The positive opinions of the two.J]tteucliug nbysi-
. cians attributed the condition to the accident, while the~ 
theoretieal epinion ef ~0 physician for the lligliway Depart-
ment, and as shown above, inconsistent with the authorities 
cited by him, merely said it was "more probable" that the V 
accident did not cause the sarcoma, or that it was ''not 
likely'' that it did. At the Rame time he admits that trauma 
may cause sarcoma or accelerate sarcoma already existing. 
6. The facts above show that if the sarcoma existed prior 
to the accident on December 5th, it was necessarily latent or 
quiescent, and only became aggravated or was lighted up after 
the accident. 
7. When such conditions exist, this Court has said that 
the Court, notwithstanding theoretical opinions, will follow-
the common sense conclusion that the injury either caused 
or accelerated the sarcoma -and that compensation should be 
awarded. 
CONCLUSION. 
It is respectfully submitted that the decision of the Com-
:mission should be reversed and that the claimant should be 
awarded compensation under Section 32 (o) of the Wor1r-
man 's Compensation Act, of 55 per centum of his average 
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weekly wages or $16.00 (R.ec., p. 40) for 175 weeks, on the 
ground that the accident either caused or accelerated the sar-
coma which resulted in the amputation of the leg of the claim-
ant. 
37* *Petitioner therefore prays that an appeal may be 
awarded to the orders of the Industrial .Commission 
of,Virginia. . 
Request is made that an oral presentation of this petition· 
be allowed, and ·that the decisions of the Industrial Commis-
sion be reviewed and reversed. . 
This petition will be filed with Justice Herbert B. Gregor·y 
of Roanoke, Virginia, and in event an appeal be granted, it 
will be used as the opening brief for petitioner .. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CASKIE, Fl;tOST & ·w ATTS; 
By J AS. R. CASKIE, 
Attorneys for- Petitioner, 
Lynchburg, Virginia. 
I, J as. R. Caskie, an attorney at law practicing in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that I pre-
pared the foregoing petition and have read the record· thereto 
attached, and that in my opinion error was committed in 
the proceedings, which should be· reviewed by the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virg·inia. . 
Given under my hand this 14th day of June, 1943. -
J AS. R. CASKIE. 
Copy mailed to Counsel for Commonwealth of Virginia, 
Department of High,~ays, June 14th, 1943. 
CASKIE, FROST & w·ATTS, Attorneys. 
By JAS. R. CASKIE. 
Received June 15, 1943. 
l\L B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Appeal and superscdeas awarded. Bond $300.00. 
7 /8/43. 
Received July 10, 1943. 
M. B. W. 
_., 
·, 
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38* *APPENDIX. 
SOl\iIE CA.i~CER CASES CITED IN NOTES IN 20 A. L. 
R. 23, .AND 73 A. L. R. 498. 
Haward v. Rowsell' (Eng.), 7 B. W. _ C. C. 552, 111 L. T. N. 
s. 771. 
We do not have aooess to this case. .According to the 
resume in the note an .employee was injured in the leg when 
his bicycle slipped and he fell. HQ rested for two days and 
was still suffering slig·htly. In '' about a month'' the pain 
became worse. A week later an operation was performed 
and c~ncer diagnosed. The patient died about five months 
later.· There was medical evidence to the effect that the dis-
ease was -brought about by the accident and compensation 
was awarded . 
. 
Whittle v. National Aniline, etc., Co. (Pa.), 109 Atl. 847. 
The ~mployee was injured in an explosion. Only notice-
. able evidence was bruise on face which disappeared in ,a 
few days, but there remained a pain in the jaw, which con-
tinued to increase '' during the week''. Was diagnosed as 
Cfi.UC~r. Operation gave temporary relief, but four months 
later there was a recurrence and death resulted. The work-
man had a cancerous condition of the cheek at the time of 
the accident and at or near the place of injury. Medical 
testimony was that the injury rnight have ca·used rapid de-
. veloznnent. There was no other evidence to indicate any 
other cause for the sudden change in development of the 
disease from normal to abnormal. The holding Wfl:S that 
39* the evidence warranted a finding that *death followed 
from agg-ravation of the disease and compensation was 
awarded. 
King v. Munising Paper Co. (Mich.), 195 N. W. 812. 
This case involved a cancer of the prostate gland. The 
accident happened on February 4th and pains began imme-
diately. Employee died about thirteen months later. The 
medical testimony was conflicting as to whether the accident 
caused the cancer. The medical testimony was that it was 
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'' quite possible''. One doctor said it was possible, but not 
probable. Another said that it was possible that the accident 
caused the death, either directly or by lighting up an old 
condition. Another said he thought undoubtedly that the 
cancer existed prior to the accident, but the death might have 
been accelerated by the accident, as injuries to growth tis-
sue are apt to ~ause death sooner. The employee was ap-
parently strong and healthy before the accident- and worked 
steadily. Award to the claimant was upheld. 
Gaetz v. Melrose (:M:inn.), 193 N. W. 691. 
A policeman was injured on July 5th, when assaulted by 
a prisoner. About Aug'Ust 18th cancer was discovered in the 
right abdomen and he died on September 19th. The em-
ployee was sixty years old and apparently in good health 
prior to injury. After injury was lame. Claimant's medi-
cal evidence was to the effect that cancer might result from 
a blow-" It is possible but not reasonably probable''. An-
other doctor said accident '' mig-ht be a contributing 
40* canse to the condition", and that while it might be epos-
sible for the blow to have caus·ed the cancer, he did not 
think it reasonably probable, that it might increase the 
growth already started, that is, hasten it and cause death 
sooner. The opinion sustained the award and held that.even 
if cancer had been pre-existent, the evidence sufficiently sus-
tained the fact that the injury aggravated it, and so was a 
contributing cause of death. 
Smith v. Primrose Co. (Pa.), 131 Atl. 703. 
Smith was in good health prior to the accident on Decem-
ber 9th, when a box slipped and struck him in the side. The 
only exterior mark was a bruise on the side. Employee be-
came progressively worse until A.pril 13th, when there was 
an operation on his coccy, tonsils and teeth, but he did not 
improve. Death followed in October following, and post-
mortem showed sarcoma at the point below the first notieed 
bruise. The Court said that compensation was due if the-
death was either caused by the injury, or if an incipient condi-
tion was hastened to development by the injury. Smith was· 
in good heath before the aooident and immediate medical at-
tention was necessarv after the accident and was continued · 
reg'Ularly until his. death. There was no other intervening 
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cause for the sudden break down, and the attending physi-
cian was of opinion that death not only probably resulted 
from the injury, but was caused by it, and the Court in ap-
proving the award said : 
'' Of all persons, he was the best qualified to give a pro-
fessional opinion. '' 
41 * ff.Orff's Case (Maine), 119 Atl. 67. 
Orff sustained a broken rib in an accident. Compensa-
tion was awarded and later cancer discovered. Employer 
contended disability from cancer not result of injury. Doctor 
said that the cancer was not caused by the injury though one 
said that he ''would not say that the blow did not have some-
thing to do with the increasing- rapidity of the growth, or 
will I say that it did''. 
Another doctor said: '' I.t is pos~hat the injury did v' 
accelerate the growth of the cancer.'' 
And a third said: ''It seems quite probable that the blow 
might have accelerated it.'' 
The opinion said tbat the Commission was justified in find-
. ing, and pr.es.urned that it did find thttt Qrff was· afflicted with 
cancer when the accident happened, but it was, so to speak, 
dormant, so that he worked· regularly without trouble, and 
but for the accident disability may have been for some time 
postponed. Then the accident occurred and after it he suf-
fered constant pain and was incapacitated for work "the ac-
cident aggravating a diseased condition causing disability 
which is not shown to have terminated". An award to the 
claimant was approved. 
Slemba v. llmnilton cf Sons (Pa.), 138 Atl. 841. 
This case is very similar to the case at bar. The claimant 
,vas struck on the right knee and that night the knee was 
swollen. Shortly afterwards he was taken to the hospital 
and sarcoma. found. ,vhile at the hospital he was operated 
. on and a growth the '' size of an orange'' removed. . The 
42* opinion does not disclose the exact *period after the 
injury when the patient was taken to the hospital and 
operation performed, but simply states that it was '' shortly 
afterwards". F'or a while the patient improved, ·but later 
became worse and died, after refusing to allow an amputa-
tion. The doctors who saw the deceased during his illness all 
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testified positively that in their judgment the sarcoma was 
caused by the injury. An expert for the defendant, who bad 
not seen the patient, stated that he did not believe sarcoma 
was caused by the single injury. All agreed that an 
existing sarcoma followed by a single blow '' would be a 
causative factor in producing the condition he had and light 
it up". The a.ward of compensation was affirmed, the Court 
stating that it caused the sarcoma to develop, this making 
proper connection between the accident and the death. 
The similarity between the above sarcoma case and the in-
stant case is readily seen. 
Canon Reliance Coal Co. v. Industrial Co11i1nission (Colo.), 
211 Pac. 868. 
Employee Sietz. was struck in the face with a piece of coal 
on February 5th. He died on August 26th of the following 
year. About two or three weeks after the accident the face 
began to swell. He was operated on in May, about three 
months after the accident, and cancer was diag·nosed. Medi-
cal testimony was conflicting. The attending physician said 
"My g11ess was it was due to the accident". Another sur-
geon for the claimant stated that cancer may result from in-
jury and comes frequently following· an injury: ''We simply 
know that an irritation sometimes sets the thing going". 
43* *The Court after ref erring to the medical testimony 
and the conflict says : 
"The whole subject is shrouded in more or less mystery, 
and despite the present opinions and theories of some of the 
authorities and members of the profession, the true cause of 
cancer may tomorrow be established as entirely separate and 
apart from such injury.'' 
Award of compensation was affirmed. 
The last cited case is particularly apposite to the opinion 
of the Court of Appeals of Virginia in the Sencindiver case, 
to the effect that unless and until the real cause of cancer is 
discovered the courts will continue to take a common sense 
view and follow the ordinary course of reasoning- from the 
narticular facts of the origin and development of the disease 
immediately following: the accident. 
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RECORD 
Charles L. Ellis, III. Claimant. 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, ~m-
ployer,, Self-Insui·ed 
Claim No. 608-841 
Claimant appeared in person. 
Caskie, Frost & Watts (:Ofr. James R. Caskie) Attorneys-
at-Law, Lynchburg, Virginia, for the claimant. 
Mr. Walter E. Rogers, Assistant Attornev General, Rich-
mond, Virginia, for the defendant. .. 
Hearing before Commissioner Deans at Richmond, Vir-
ginia, on August 15th, 1942. 
· All witnesses having been duly sworn, the following testi-
mony was taken: 
Commissioner Deans: It is agreed by the parties that 
Charles L. Ellis, III, was an employee of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia., Department of Highways; that he had an aver-
a~·e weekly wage which would entitle him to the maximum 
compensation, if any be due, and further, that there is the 
loss of the left leg six inches above the knee; he 
page 2 } stopped work on Dec~mber 21st, 1941, and returned 
to another position on April 20th, 1942. 
The sole question in this case is whether there is an acci-
dent and whether it arose out of and in the course of employ-
ment. 
When the application for hearing was filed, counsel for 
the claimant stated that l.1e thought for convenience sake 
Richmond was a better place to have the hearing, which was 
acquiesced in by the: Department of Highways and that is the 
reason the hearing is being held in Richmond instead of 
Staunton. 
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MR. CHARLES L. ELLIS, Ill. 
(Claimant) 
By Mr. James R. Caskie: · . 
· Q. Mr. Ellis,. will you please state what happened that yon 
claim. a-s -an~ accident resulting in your injury 1 
. A .. Well, we were working, taking out final notes-esti-
mates-on Route 250, just East of Waynesboro. This cut 
was quite steep and rocky,, but everything went well until it 
began to drizzle a little bit, and on checking this reading and 
going down, loose rock from above me apparently began to 
roll down on the side of the bRDk, hitting my knee and caus-
ing me to slip to the extent that I fell on my stomach in an 
e:ff ort to keep from falling all the way off. This 
page 3 r was a. minor injury, I thought at the time. I got 
up and came down and went in, the bruise being 
severe at the moment, and pain accompanying it, but it tem-
porarily left. After the following day, on which it was rain-
ing, I believe, and we didn't work, it then became painful 
from pains that I didn't attribute to the blow at all-how-
ever were caused by it. 
Q. What kind of pain clo yon mean Y 
A. Kind of internal and rheumatic. 
Q. In the knee or outside 7 · 
A. No, in the knee, around where it was hit. 
Q. I believe you worked until the 21st of December °I 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 19'41 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you go then Y 
A. I then went and joined my mother in West Virginia and 
after I got there on Christmas Eve, December 24th, I went in 
the hospital for an examination and they wanted me in for 
observation. So I was admitted on December 26th and on 
the 31st they operated to remove a malignant growth. 
Q. Had they made tests prior to the operation Y 
A. Yes, sir, everything possible to diagnose the case, in-
cluding X~tays, etc. After that they sent the mat-
page 4 ~ ter taken from the leg off for microscopic work, on 
which there is a laboratory report. Then, .on J'anu-
ary 19th, after _further X-ray picture and treatment, it was 
-rather, the report had come hack for the microscopic w.ork 
and it was proven to my satisfaction and my fannl.y's satis-
faction, that amputation was necessary in order to save my 
life. In other words, the conclusion was that ii we didn't d'o 
something very quickly, it would be fataL 
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Q. That was due to the malignant nature of the situation in 
the knee? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Who operated on you! 
A. Dr. Ralston. 
Q. Dr. M. M. Ralston? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Commissioner Deans : In Lync:µburg, Mr. Caskie t 
J\fr. James R. Caskie: No, sir., '\Vest Virginia. 
Mr. Charles L. Ellis, III: Oak Hill. 
Mr. James R. Caskie: He lives at Beckley, West Virginia. 
Q. He operated on you in the Oak Hill Hospital in Oak Hill, 
vVest Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 5 ~ . Q. ·what other Doctor-
. .A. Dr. J. N. Reeves assisted and tl1en before the 
operation, Dr. Anderson of Char1Pston-Kanawha Valley 
Hotel. 
Q. Kanawha Valley Hospital you mean? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your leg· was amputated on the 19th of January! 
A. Yes, sir. Dr. Anderson was not present at the opera-
tion, but was present a few days before. 
Q. He was consulted 7 
. A.. Yes, sir, he was consulted. 
Q. "\Vere you. advised by the doctors that it was necessary 
to amputate your leg? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Walter E. Rogers : 
Q. J\fr. Ellis, bow did the rock happen to hit your knee 7 
A. You mean from what angle or why did it hit it? 
Q. Why? Did you dislodg·e it in going up? 
A. I was g·oing up and it rolled from above. 
Q. H~w far from above t 
l\. I don't know. I was only conscious of it just as it hit. 
My e:ff orts were more or less reflexed to keep from falling 
off. 
pag~ 6 ~ Q. "W11at part of the knee or leg did the rock lliU 
A. Upper region of the shin bone just below the 
knee or right at the lmee joint. The bone is the tibia, I be-
lieve. 
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Q. You got up without any difficulty¥ 
A. Yes, sir. ·wen, when you receive a severe blow on the 
knee you get up and walk off., but there is a certain amount 
of pain there and discomfort. However, you still walk off. 
Q. Did you make any report of the accident to the High-
way officials Y 
A. Not immediatelv. M v mother wrote when we found out 
the seriousness of it. She wrote and informed Mr. Hays 
while I was in the hospital. 
Q. In other words, after you fell on the hill side you didn't 
make any report of the accident at all until you were in the 
11ospital 1 
A. That's right. 
Q. You continued to work there-what was the date that 
the accident occurred? 
A. That was-
.Mr. James R. Caskie: He worked until the 21st. 
page 7 ~ Q. But what was the date of the accident? 
A. I think it was around the 5th. It was the 5th, 
rather. 
Q. You continued to do your work in connection with this 
party until December 21st 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
<J. I note in your application for hearing that yon ~tate us 
a result of your accident you were compelled to quit work 
on the 20th day of December, 1941. Is that strictly accurate 
or did you stop work the 21st for any other reason T 
A. No, that was right. I could not get to work on the last 
day and I had some vacation. So, rather than to take sick 
leave, I took that vacation. 
Q. In other words, when you left, you left as part of your 
vacation-·you didn't tell the head of the party or anybody 
about any accident? 
A. I told him I had some vacation. I left part of the vaca-
tion to go to the hospital to have an X-ray made of the knee 
to see what was wrong. I told him why I was going. I told 
him lie could charge it to my vacation. 
Q. So far as you knew when you left you intended to in-
vestigate the condition of the knee and return to work? 
A. That's right. 
Q. That was your idea at the time. You didn't 
page 8 ~ consider it very serious even at that time? 
A. I thought it was more or less rheumatic-
struck me as that type of pain. 
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Q. Mr. Ellis, you mentioned that you thought it was rheu-
matic pain. Had you ever been bothered with any soreness 
in your leg· before that accident-before the fall? 
A. ,vell, I had had it in the opposite knee-rheumatism 
afte1" an infection in the arm, which was very quickly cleared 
up by some medicine given me. I don't know the technical 
name. 
· Q. How long had that condition existed? 
A. That condition had been completely remedied or co1;-
rected, as you would say, by the first of November. 
Q. ,vhen did it start? 
A. That wa.s due to the infection in the arm. 
Q. w·hat date was it-what time? 
A. Around the first of Octo her. 
Q. The first of October you were bothered with a rheumatic 
condition in your rig·ht leg-you say the right leg? 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Before you were on Mr. Hays' party working up here on 
the Afton Mountain, you were working with the 
page 9 ~ Highway Department on another party, were you 
not, under the supervision of-who was the head 
of that party? 
· A. Mr. Hunsberger. 
Q. When did you leave his party to go to l\fr. Hays' party? 
A. You ha.veto get that date from the Highway records. 
Q. Had your rheumatic condition in your right leg cleared 
up at the time yon went-with Mr. Hays' partyt 
A. Yes, sir, to the extent that it wasn't bothering me any 
more-I didn't limp any m9re from it-it was completely 
forgotten. 
Mr. "\Valter E. Rogers: I ha.ve a letter here from Dr. C. E. 
Wntkins to Mr. Charles Nelson: Claims Adjuster of the De-
partment of Highways, dated June 6th, 1942. 
Commissioner Deans: Do you wish to file that as an Ex-
hibitf 
:Mr. ·walter E. Rogers: Yes, sir. 
Commissioner Deans: Letter from Dr. C. E. Vv atkins, 
Harvey, West Virgi.nia, to Mr. Charles Nelson, Claims Ad-
juster, Department of Highways, dated June 6th, 1942, filed 
and marked Exhibit No. 1. 
Q. Mr. Ellis, that is the letter written by Dr. C. E. Wat-
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kins. Was that the doctor who was treating you 
page 10 ~ for an infection of the arm or the condition in your 
armT 
A. Yes., sir. · 
Q. Glance over that letter, paying particular attention to 
the third paragraph. You will not~ that. Doctor says in the 
letter he was treating you for an mf ection of the arm and 
at that time you were bothered with pains and discomfort in 
your left leg. Do you think the doctor has gi.ven a correct 
report 0£ that condition existing at the time he treated yoi;r. 
for an iniected arm Y · 
A. I think the pain was more to the right knee than to the 
left. 
Q. It was in both f 
A. Not noticeable in the left-I am most certain the left. 
You see, when I mentioned it to him it was more or less a 
casual remark. He said-well he gave me a white compound 
and said "see if ·that) fixes you up." ·with no more than that 
-. no drug requiring prescription or anything of that nature, 
but it did. He told me it was just after effects of the trouble 
inmy arm. 
Q. Isn't it tme the whole time you were on Mr. Hays' 
party and the whole time you were on Mr. Hunsberger 1s party 
yon were bothered with pains of some sort you considered 
rheumatic pa.ins, in both of your legs. · 
page 11 ~ A. Not particularly .. Not :while I was on :Mr .. 
Hunsberger 's party. There was no complaint-it 
didn't interfere with my work any. 
Q. You were bothered with rheumatic pains in both legs 
before the a.ccident, were you notf 
A. It could be said, yes. 
By Mr. James R. Caskie: · 
Q. l\fr. Ellis, to whom and when did you make first mention 
of the fact that you were bayinp: this troubl~ with your kneef 
A. To I\fr. Hays the mornmg r left work m December. 
Q. The 21st of December you mentioned it to :M:r. Haysf 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. You. explained you had trouble with your knee and would 
take your vacation in order to have an examination t 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that time you did not anticipate any particular 
troubleY 
A. No, sir. 
, I • 
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Q. In reference to this-you said you ha4 some trouble 
in your leg along in October up to November 1st, but it had 
cleared up. Was there any particularly noticeable trouble 
after November 1st, 1941 Y · 
page 12 r A. None at all. Whatever the trouble was in 
either one of them it completely cleared up as far 
as I could tell. 
· Q. You had no trouble in November up until this accident f 
A. No, sir. I possibly thought it was a return of rheu-
matism or whatever it might have been. 
By Mr. Walter E. Rogers: 
Q. At the time you left to go on your vacation you said 
· you were having trouble with your knee. You did not men-
tion any accident at that time? 
A. No .. 
Q. So far as you know the accident had nothing to do with 
vour condition Y · 
. A. No. 
·witness stood aside. 
Mr. James R. Caskie: Mr. Rog·ers, I do not care to get 
any further evidence with reference to the accident unless 
vou want to call on some witnesses . 
., Commissioner Deans : In other words., you rest your case 
on that! 
Mr. James R.. Caskie: Yes, sir. 
page 13 ~ MR. H. K. HUNiSBER_GER 
By Mr. Walter E. Rog·ers: 
Q. 1.\fr. Hunsberger, you are Senior Highway Engineer for 
the Department? · 
A. Yes, sir, that's right. 
Q. Did l\fr. Ellis ever work on any party of which you were 
in charge? 
A. Yes, sir, he did. 
Q. What dates? 
A.. Mr. Ellis beg·an working or he reported to me on Au-
gust 1st, 1941, and he was transferred to Mr. Hays on No-
vember 15th, 1941. 
Q. During- the time that l\fr. Ellis worked on your party, 
did you notice whether or not he was having any difficulties 
of any sort in a physical nature 7 
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A. His knee was at times in bad shape. 
Q. Did it affect his work in any way¥ 
A. To the extent he wasn't able to do the same amount of 
work as a man with perfectly good limbs. In fact, I kept 
him in work where it would not be dangerous for him to 
fall. 
Q. During the time he worked for you did he have any 
sickness that required him to leave his work for 
page 14 ~ any period of time? 
A. Yes, sir. Not on account of his leg, but he 
did on account of the arm-infected arm below the elbow. 
Q. ·What was the condition of the arm, just roughly, as it 
a pp eared to you 7 
A. When he left my party-September 1st or Labor Day 
was a holiday-we were off-nothing was said about any in-
jurv at all before he left. When I returned from the holiday 
I had a telegram from ~Ir. J~llfa stating· that he had an in-
fected arm and that he would return to work as soon as pos- · 
sible. I believe it was around September 17th or 18th he 
ca.me back to my party. In the meanwhile I had gotten a let-
ter from the doctor stating his condition and he felt he would 
be able to return to work in several days. He did return just 
as the doctor said he would. When he returned he had sev-
~ral more infections on the same arm. It was badly swollen 
the entire length. He was unable to work at that time and 
returned on sick leave. 
Q. What was the condition of his leg when he returned 1 
A. He had a decided limp. 
Q. Did he have that limp as long as he remained on your 
party? 
page 15 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the date he did return from sick 
leave? 
A. He returned the nig·ht of October 9th and worked Octo-
ber 10th. 
Q. He continued from then until the time he left your party 
on N ovemher 15th f 
A. That's right. 
Commissioner Deans: Any questions, ·Mr. Caskie? 
l\f r. James R. Caskie: Yes, sir. 
By Mr .. James R. Caskie : 
· Q. You stated he returned on October 10th 1 
A He retnrned the night of the 9th and worked the 10th. 
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Q. He left you at what time Y 
A. November 15th. 
Q. November 15th. You said he still had some limp Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
MR. S. A. HAYS 
By Mr. Walter E. Rogers: 
page 16 } Q. You are Senior Highway Engineer in charge 
of party working on Afton 1\fountain during the 
latter part of November or early part of December? 
A. That's right. 
Q. "\Vb.en did Mr. Ellis come to work on your party! 
A. November 15th. 
Q. What was his general physical condition as you ob-
served it? 
A. He was lame. 
Mr. James R. Caskie: ·what was that? 
Ur. S. A. Hays: He was lame. .A.ppeared to be a little bit 
stiff. 
Q. That was when he first came on your party Y 
A. That's right 
Q. \Vhen were finals ta.ken on Afton Mountain? 
A. Between tbc 10th of December and the 18th-let me see 
-the 18th. · 
Q. What sort of work did you put Mr. Ellis to doing! 
A. "\"\7 ell. in the beginning it is necessary to re-locate the 
center of the road and that's got to be measured. So I put 
Mr. Ellis to help measure the road, which means 
page 17 } you get up and down on your knees. So I thought 
· that might injure his leg by doing that. So I put 
Mm t.o doing something else; that is, marking numbers in 
thr. road. That was a little bit hard, I thoug·ht. So, I placed 
him in the road to hold a safety sign. in his hand-have to 
have a man on each encl of the line to slow traffic down. 
'.rhen, after that we had the bluff to climb, which Mr. Ellis 
and others proceeded to do and, of course, they went to the 
top of the bluff. In the meantime, while they were going up 
I went around. I knew it would be kind of hard going for 
Clinrles, but he thought it might limber his leg u~thought 
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his rheumatism had practically cleared up and the exercise 
would. be. of some help to him. So about the 2oth of Decem-
ber or the 21st he wanted to take his vacation and also to 
go 'to· the doctor for an examination. If an accident hap-
pened I don't know. I didn't know anything about this until 
after Mr. Ellis came back, but his mother did write me for 
some help while he was in the hospital, which I could not 
do-I had to take it up with the authorities. After he crune 
back he told me the condition. I said "Why didn't you re-
port the accident at the time." He said '' I 
page 18 ~ thought it was so slight. it wasn't necessary." Of 
course, now, going up this bluff you have to climb 
on your knees at times and get any kind of hold that you can .. 
Of .course., a bruise could have happened by putting his weight 
on the ground. 
Q. You mentioned that he was lame. Which leg? 
A. I could not sav for sure which one. 
Q. In giving the"' dates the finals were taken, I think you 
said December 15th to 18th. I don't think that is an im-
portant point, but is that correctf In your report of this 
matter you mention that finals were taken from December 
3rd to 10th. 
A. I said December 10th to 18th, but December 3rd to 10th 
is right. 
By :M:r. James R. Caskie: 
Q. 'r11at is the day they were going up this bankf 
A. Different duties to perform at times. Probably going 
np this bank was on December 10th, I believe. · 
-Q. Can you be certain about the exact dates7 He thought 
it was about DecemlJcr 5th that he went up this bank Y 
A. No, it was not December 5th. 
page 19 f Q. You think probably the 10th? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Do you recall Mr. Ellis meeting you in the Mayflower 
Hotel in Lexingfon t 
A. That's right. 
Q. That was the d~y he told you he was having trouble 
with his leg and was taking off? 
A. He told me he was having trouble with it and pains in 
his sl10ulder-kind of rheumatic. I don't know whether 1 
advised him to, but Imig-ht have told him it might be a: good 
thing for him to go and have au examination .. · 
Q. That was before Christmas r 
A. Just before Christmas .. 
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Q. Probably about the 21st 7 
A. Yes, about the 21st. 
,vitness stood aside. 
Commissioner Deans: It is agreed that Mr. Caskie; rep-
resenting the employee, may file rcpo:i;ts of the three physi-
cians in 1\7 est Virginia in relation to this case, copies to be 
submitted to counsel for the other side, and should 
page 20 ~ they desire to cross-examine it will be arranged 
later . 
.After the filing of these reports, counsel for the employer 
may :file reports of physicians, copies to counsel for the em-
ployee, with the same privilege of the right to cross-examine.-
page 21 ~ 
Chnrles Nelson, M. D., 
Claims .Adjuster, 
Department of Highways 
Richmond, Va. 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Harvey,, West Virginia 
June 6, 1942. 
I am so_rry but I had entirely overlooked your letter of 
May 18th, in regard to the .case, of Charles L. Ellis, III. 
I attended ·C]mrles. in September and October 1941 at wbfoh 
time be had a moderately severe re.llulitis of his right fore-
arm apparently following a small furuncle. He was running 
a septic temperature, but responded fairly well to continuous 
hot Mag. Sulf. dressings, Sulfathiazole, and palliative treat~ 
ment. The infection localized after some time, drained n 
!,?.'reat deal, and cleared up after a series of multiple small 
furuncles involving the entire right forearm. .At the end of 
that period I g·ave him a note to his employer explaining· 
his ailment and the cause for his being off from work for such 
a period of tim~. 
page 22 } . About the time he was ready to go back to work 
he did complain to me of a dull aching pain in his 
left knee. The pain was most. severe in his left knee, but if 
I remember correctly he hljld some pain at the same time in 
l1is right knee. The pain was of a vague; rheumatoid type., 
with no external evidence· of anything such as swelling, ten-
derness, fluid, etc., and I gave. him a. Rx for Salicylates. 
I supposed he was doing alright, and to my knowledge did 
110 t see him again until he: was being cared for by the Oak 
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Hill hospital-In fact I didn't know an amputation was done 
until after the operation had been done several days. 
That is about all I know about the case, but if I can be of 
any further assistnnce to you I will be only to glad to help 
in any way. 
Very truly yours, 
·C. E. WATKINS, M. D. 
Harvey, West Va. 
EXHIBIT NO. 1. 
page 23 ~ INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
Claim #608-841 
Charles L. Ellis, III 
v. 
Department of Highways 
STATEMENT OF DR. M. M. RALSTON. 
I am a physician, a. graduate of the Medical College of Vir-
ginia in the Class of 1930, and was licensed to practice medi-
cine in "\Vest Virginia in 1930. Since my graduation I have 
spent my entire time at Beckley and Oak Hill Hospitals, and 
for the past six years have been specializing in traumatic. and 
orthopedic surgery. The four previous years were spent in 
the usual interne and residency in specializing for the work 
I am doinµ: nt this time. I am a special examiner for the 
Vl est Virginia Compensation Commission and have been snch 
for tl1e past five or six years. 
I have read the statement of Dr. J. N. Reeves in connec-
tion with the case of Charles L. Ellis., III, and I confirm his 
statements with reference to the entry of the patient at the 
Oak Hill Hospital, the examination, diagnosis, results, op-
eration, treatment, and our hopeful conclusion that 
page 24 ~ we had succeeded in removing all the malignant 
ti~sue and that there would .be no reoccurrence of 
this trouble, though, of course·, we cannot be definite about 
this. , ·· . . . . 
I was in attendance on Mr. Ellis during his stay in the 
Oak Hill Hospital and the operation and subsequent treat-
ment, and I also concur in the opinion expressed by Dr. 
Reeves in llis statement, to the effect that the sarcoma which 
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developed in the left leg of Mr. Ellis came solely and only 
from the blow on the knee nncl was in no way effected by any 
previous arm infection and resulting knee trouble therefrom, 
whether such infection and any trouble had cleared up prior 
to the accident complained of or not. I am also of the opinion 
that ordinary infections which effect the blood stream., which 
apparently happened in the case of Mr. Ellis., is not a cause of 
sarcoma and that the condition of Mr. Ellis necessitating the 
amputation of his leg., was not caused directly or indire,:tly 
by any previous arm infection or resulting trouble therefrom 
in his lmees. 
It is recognized, particularly in young people, that malig-
nancy frequently results from bruises, and that such result is 
in no way unusual. I have been informed of the 
page 25 } testimony before the Industrial Commission, as 
set out in the statement of Dr. Reeves,·and whether 
the testimony of Mr. Ellis or of the State Highway Depart-
ment foreman be accepted, it would in no way change my 
diagnosis and eonclusions as set out above. 
GIVEN under my hand this 21st day of October, 1942. 
l\L M. RALSTON M. D. 
page 26} INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 'OF VIRGINIA 
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Charles L. Ellis, III, 
v. 
Department of Highways. 
STATEMENT OF DR. J.- N. REEVES. 
I am a graduate of the Medical College of Virginia in the 
Class of 1931 and was licensed to practice medicine in West 
Virginia in 1931. I interned at the Charleston General Hos-
pital, Charleston, ,vest Virginia, did post-graduate work in 
New York and am a member of F. A. C. Surgeons, member of 
the vVest Virginia Medical Society and Fayette County Med-
ical Society. Since residency in 1932 I have spent my entire 
time in hospitals and was .Superintendent and Chief Surgeon 
of McKendree State Hospital for four years and have been 
Chief Surgeon at this institution for the past three years. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, came to the Oak Hill Hospital, Oak 
Hill, West Virginia, on December 24, 1941, complaining of 
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pain a.bout i his left knee which began several weeks prior to 
that. time following· slight inj11ry when his knee was acci-
dentally struck between two rocks while working with a sur-
veying crew in Virginia. He stated. that fallowing 
page 27 ~ the injury he continued to have some soreness 
about the knee with gradual increase. in swelling 
and associated increase in pain. We learn from his past his-
tory that he has had no past injury to the left leg or any se-
vere injury to any bony .parts of .the body. 
On physical examination w1e : first noticed that patient 
walked with a decided limp, shielding the left leg. On ex-
amination we found a fairly well nourished and well de-
veloped white boy, age 19, with no evidence of any upper 
respiratory infection, including X"'.'1·ay of the chest, which was 
normal. In the abdome.n and inguinal region we found no 
evidence of ariy glandular enlargement nor tenderness. About 
the left knee there was some swelling below the knee joint 
and marked tenderness over the medial aspect of the proximal 
end of the tibia. This area was somewhat spongy to palpa-
tion and on first examination was thought to have some puru-
lent material present. X-ray examination of the knee showed 
no evidence of any marked hypertrophy of the bone; how-
ever, there were definite bony changes with periosteal changes 
noted in the proxiinal end, and X-ray impression was prob~ 
able osteomyelitis with possible beginning malignant growth. 
Patient was admitted to the hospital on December 26, 1941, 
and on December 31, after preparation of his leg, 
page 28 r the proximal end of the tibia was exposed and 
bone opened and thoroug·hly curetted. At this 
operation we found no evidence of any purufont material but 
a larg·e amount of llig·hly vascular tissue resembling brain 
substance with definite bone destruction in a small area in 
proximal end of the tibia. Pathological study was made of 
the tissue removed, including periosteum, bone, and new 
g-rowth, and found to be a chondro. sarcoma. 
Patient was observed for approximately ten days, the wound 
healed by primary intention; however, it was noted there 
was definite growth appearing .along the saine area, and re-
X-ray examination also verified -the evidence of reappear-
ance of the g·rowth. Patient was advised to have the leg 
amputated which he submitted to, nnd, operation was per-
formed amputating· the Ief t in the distal one-third of the· 
thigh. 
Following the operation the patient had a normal con~ 
valescence and the leg apparently completely healed. We used 
a. shrinker bandage in preparation.for the artificial limb which 
the· patient later procured and is now using. 
, I,, 
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We have been unable to note . any possible evidence · of 
metastatic growth and since the new growth was found very 
early, only four weeks following the injury, it is possible an.d 
· we hope that all of the malignant growth was re-
page 29 ~ moved though we are unable to say definitely, in 
the high malignancy of such tumors, whether or 
.not he will have further trouble. As stated before, the lungs 
were entirely clear and we have seen no evidence of new 
.. growth in the lungs, where metastasis usually takes place. 
I am informed that at a hearing· be.fore the Industrial Com~ 
mission Mr. Ellis stated that in the latter part of September 
he had an infection on his arm which lasted through Oc .. 
tober, 1941, and that in conjunction with that infection be 
·had some trouble with his right knee which he thought was 
in the· nature of rheumatism but this trouble was-in his right 
knee and there was very little, if any, trouble in the left knee 
and that it had all cleared up by about November 1st. 
I am further informed that one of the foreman of the High-
way Department on another job stated that Mr. Ellis had 
worked ·under him until about November 1, 1941, at which 
time he had transferred him to another job under :Mr. Hayes; 
that while under him Mr. Ellis had had the infection in his· 
arm and in conjunctio11 · had had trouble with both knees and 
that this trouble had not cleared up at the time Mr. Ellis 
was transferred to the job under Mr. Hayes ~bout N ovem-
ber 1st. I am also informed that Mr. Hayes testified that 
when Mr. Ellis· came to work under him about November 1, 
· . 1941, he still appa~·entlj haa some .trouble with his 
page 30 ~ leg and had ·a lii:np _a11d for· that reason he gave 
· · Mr. Enis light work to do for a period of time. 
In· view of the aoove testimony, I am definitely of the opin~ 
ion as-follows : 
.. 
. .1 .. That" the prior arm infection and the trouble in the knee 
or knees in conjunction therewith, ·whether the same had 
cleared up prior to the time the knee of Mr. Ellis was struck 
by a rock or not, has no bearing on the diagnosis and con~ 
dition found involving the left knee. The trouble was sar-
coma and so far as I know in medical profession, infection 
is not consid~red the cause of sarcoma. 
2. That the condition which developed at the site of the 
left knee was a direct result of the injury from the rock and 
that previous infection had no bearing on same. 
3. That the blow on the leg was the sole cause of the 
trouble, which subsequently developed and necessitated the 
amputation of his leg. 
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4. That the previous arm infection and trouble in his knees 
could under no reasonable probability have caused 
page 31 r the final trouble which resulted in the amputation 
of the thigh. · 
5. In my judgment it is a well established and rc~ognized 
fact in the medical profession that trauma, especially oc-
curring to young people, is the sole cause of many malig-
nancies developing shortly thereafter and that the result 
which followed in the instant case is a common one and 
which might well have been expected and which would have 
happened regardless of the arm infection which apparently 
entered into the blood aud caused the trouble with the knee 
or knees and was thus totally disassociated from the sarcoma 
which resulted from the blow on the knee. 
GIVEN under my hand this 21 day of October, 1942. 
J. N. REEVES, M. D. 
page 32 r INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, 
versus 
Claim # 608-851. 
Department of Highways. 
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN S. HO"\VE. 
I am a graduate of the Johns Hopkins University, College 
of Medicine in 1932 and interned at the Universitv of Chi-
cag·o Clinics. For the past seven years I have been devot-
ing full time to the practice of Pathology, first at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Colleg·e of Medicine, Chicag·o, and for the 
past two years at the :Medical College of Virginia. I am 
licensed to practice in Illinois and in Virginia. At the pres-
ent time I hold the position of Associate Professor of Pa-
thology in the Medical Colleg·e of Virginia. In this capacity 
a considerable part of my time is devoted to the study and 
diagnosis of tumors. I have read all of the evidence in the 
case of Charles L. Ellis, III, vers1,1,s the Department of High-
ways including the opinions of Dr. J.· N. Reeves and Dr. 
l\!I. M. Ralston. From the evidence submitted the facts briefly 
appear to be as follows: 
:Mr. Ellis sustained a slight injury to his left knee while 
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working with the surveying· crew on DecemJ1er 10, 1941. He 
was first examined by Dr. J. N. Reeves on December 24, 1941, 
and admitted to the hospital for further study on 
page 33 ~ December 26. Operation was performed on De-
cember 31, at which time material removed from 
the proximal end of the tibia was diagnosed as a chondro 
sarcoma. The second operation was performed on January 
19, 1942, at which time the left leg was amputated in the distal 
one-third of the thigh. The chief question at issue is, whether 
or not the trauma sustained on December 10 was the cause 
of the malignant tumor of the knee which necessitated am-
putation. Dr. J. N. Reeves makes the. statement that that 
blow on the leg was the sole cause of the sarcoma which sub-
sequently developed and necessitated the amputation of his 
leg. He makes the further statement that in his judgment 
it is a well established and recognized fact in the medical 
profession that trauma is the sole cause of many malignan-
cies developing shortly thereafter and thus the result which 
followed in the case of Mr. Ellis is a common one and ,,:.rhich 
mig·ht well have been expected. The opinion of Dr. 2vL 1\L 
Ralston essentially agrees with that of Dr. H,eeves. Neither 
state any authority for these opinions. 
In my opinion these rather sweeping general statements of 
Dr. Reeves and Dr. Halston are 11o.>t ~ustainecl by- ~he" lead-
ing authorities on bone sarcomas. Ewing's Neoplastic Dis-
eases, 4th Edition, page 314, states as follows "The. etiology 
of bone sarcoma is highly obscure" "All varie-
page 34 ~ ties of sarcoma have been attributed to trauma, 
but it is evident that the injury is only· one of 
several essential factors. As a rule the trauma is moderately' 
severe and may result in fracture or splintering, or in local 
hemorrhage, and the tumor seems to represent an exagg·era-
tion and perversion of the healing process. The vast ma-
jority of fractures and bone injuries heal normally, there-
fore, when sarcoma of bone follows injury there is a strong 
presumption that it is caused not by the injury but by one 
of the conditions positively known to produce it''. On page 
305 he states '' Persistent increasing· and unexplained pain is 
· the most significant and earliest symptom in nearly all cases 
and calls for a provisional diagnosis of osteogenic sarcoma''. 
Geschickter and Copeland in Titmors of bone, 1st Edition, 
page 102, state as follows: "The symptoms in primary 
chondro sarcoma have usually existed for about five months 
before examination and beg·in with a complaint of pain which 
may or may not follow a relatively mild form of trauma. 
The pain becomes rapidly more constant and severe and 
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. soon interferes with function of the paii. -weight bearing 
-in the affec~ed leg soon become~ pai~ul ~Jld limping is fol-
. ··lowed by the use of_ cru,tch~§i. '~ __ . . 
-page. 3p }- Hell, Textbook of Pathology, 4th Edition, page 
-- ~ · · 251, ·states as· follows : '' pi or(,l~r to establish the 
traumatic ·origin of a neoplas_m_ it must be shown: 
1. That no tumor was present in_ the wQ@ded area- prior fo 
the-injury. - - ·· · · ~ · . . . . · 
- 2·. That symptoms were , contin1;1~>Usly __ present _ in --the 
wounded area from the tiine of injury. until a tumor is., prov~d 
to be .present~ · · . . . · : : · .: · ."'. · 
· · 3. That a reasonable time has elapsed between the trauma 
and the appearance of the tumor_ {not less than three months 
nor more than two years). . - ::i · . 
4. That the trauma was seve:re enough to produce definite 
damage to the tissues. ·. · - - · · 
In my opinion the mere history of trauma is not sufficient 
to presume. that it is the cause of a bone sarcoma which sub:. 
seqJiently developed. There. ar~ - at least three possible· 
explanations wbjch might be given of the association between 
tr~uilia and bone sarcoma. First, the trauma may simply 
have call~d. ~ttention to a ·t-um.01! -of bone which had pre-· 
v,iously exist~d. . Second, the relationship may ·be entirely co-
- . . · . . i~_cidental with no causal relationship. · Third, per-
page 36 } 4aps -in a small percentage-of oases tlie trauma · 
· . may -actually cause- the bone sarcoma or may ac-
celer·ate the g~·owth- of a sarcoma already existing. fo my 
opi~iqn each.case must be-judged on its merits and not on gen-· 
erali.ties which are n.ot sustained by the best medical opinion~ 
!n order to . eyaluate the case accurately on its merits, it 
would be helpful to have more definite information on the· 
siz~ Qf the _tumor in- the- X-.ray ·and· at the time of operation 
a~ weU as fo. reyi~w . the ~la.des ~ai.d~ ~r~QJU. ~ t)le · :tumor,. -since t 
the- conrs-e ·'()f' a ·,hon~ ·sarcoma may vary according to the 
histolgic type. However if we -acce.prt the diagnosis of chondro 
sarcoma and the descriptio11 of Dr. Reeves at the time of 
o,peration that "a large amount of tumor ,tissue was r&-
moved.,", we may be able to ire&ch some logical conclusion .. 
Bell's Textbook of Pathology, if)'age 284, 4th Edition, 1941r 
£:;tates '' Chondro-sarcoma is .a bulky hard tumor of slowly 
pi'ogressing course''. 
'Geschickter .and Copeland in :the work previou~y cited, 
studied 79 cases of primary· chondro-sarcoma. Of the cases 
i~ which there was no history .of trauma the time from onset 
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·qf symptoms to the first examination hy a physician varied 
from one-half to 12 months with an average of about 5 months. 
In those with a history of trauma the period varied from o~e 
to 48 months. In my opinion it is quite unlikely 
page 37 ~ that a chondro-sarcoma of the size describ~d here· 
could develop in a period of 14 days, that is, from 
December 10 when the injury occurred to December 24, when 
the patient first presented himself to Dr. Reeves for examina-
tion. It seems more probable that the pain which was pres-
ent in the knee from about October and caused fairly constant 
limping acco1~ding· to the testimony, was due to an early tu-
mor actually present at that time. 
The evidence is conflicting as to which leg was affected,, 
in October, 1941, and subsequently. Mr. Ellis himself states. 
that the pain involved both leg·s. 
,Conclusion: In my opinion the statement of Dr. Reeves 
on the role of trauma in bone sarcoma is much too broad and 
general. As shown by the ~uthorities quoted, trauma is not 
a common cause of tumors. Furthermore there are definite 
criteria established for establishing such a relationship in 
individual cases. The evidence quoted in this case fails to 
show a definite relationship between the trauma and the de-
velopment of the chondro-sarcoma in my opinion. As a mat-
ter of fact the very short period of time elapsing between 
the trauma and the diagnosis of a well denned chondro-
sarcoma makes existence of any relationship very unlikely. 
I agree with the opinion of Drs. Reeves and Ralston concern-
ing the lack of relationship of the previous arm 
page 38 ~ infection to the development of bone sarcoma . 
November 12, 1942. 
Richmond, Virginia. 
.JOHN S. HOWE, M. D. 
page 39 ~ Charles L. Ellis, ·Claimant, 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Em-
ployer, Self-insured. 
Claim No. 608-851. 
November 24, 1942. 
Claimant appeared in person. 
• i 
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Caskie, Frost & ·watts (l\Ir. James R. Caskie), Attorneys-
at-law, Lynchburg, Virginia, for the claimant. 
Mr. Walter E. Rogers, Assistant Attorney General, Rich-
mond, Virginia, for the Defendant. 
Hearing before Commissioner Deans at Richmond, Vir-
ginia, on August 15th, 1942. 
Deans, Chairman, rendered the opinion. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, was employee of the Commonwealth . 
of Virginia, Department of Highways, and alleges that on 
or about December 5th, 1941, he sustained a bruise on his 
knee which developed into bone sarcoma resulting 
page 40 ~ in amputation of the left leg six inches above the 
knee. His wage was $75.00 per mouth and allow-
ance for board of $75.00, which would entitle him to the maxi-
mum compensation of $16.00 per week if compensation is to 
be allowed. The employer refused to make voluntary pay-
ment of compensation on the ground that the injuries were 
not the result of an accident arising out of and in the course 
of the employment. Hearing was held in Richmond by agree-
ment of the parties, rather than at Staunton, the accident 
having occurred in Augusta County, Virginia. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, the claimant, testified that they were 
working· on Route 250, just East of Waynesboro, the cut for 
highway was steep and rocky and everything went well until 
it beg·an to drizzle and on checking the reading· and going 
down the hillside loose rock from above apparently began 
to roll down the side of the bank, a rock striking his knee 
caused him to slip to the extent he fell on his stomach when 
he tried to keep from falling all the way off. He thought 
at the time it was a minor injury, he got up and came on 
down the hillside, but the bruise on his knee was severe at 
the moment and accompanied by pain but the pain later 
subsided. The day following it was raining and he. didn't 
work and his knee became painful, although he did not at-
tribute this condition to the blow. There was a kind of in-
ternal and rheumatic pain in the knee where the 
page 41 ~ stone is supposed to have struck him. He worked 
until December 21st and .then went to West Vir-
ginia, where his mother resided, arriving there on Decem-
ber 24th. He was admitted to a hospital on December 26th 
and on the 31st that operated to remove a malignant growth. 
In the meantime a thorough diagnosis, including X-rays, was 
made. A part of the growth from the leg was sent to the 
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laboratory for microscopic work and on January 19th, after 
further X-rays and treatment and report from the micro-
scopic work, he was advised that amputation of the leg· was 
necessary to save his life. Dr. M. :M::. Ralston did the sur-
gical work at the Oak Hill Hospital in Oak Hill, West Vir-
ginia, assisted by Dr. J. N. Reeves. Conferences were had 
with Dr . .Anderson of the Kanawha Valley Hospital, Charles-
ton, West Virginia. He was asked as to where the rock hit 
him and replied in the upper region o! the shin bone just 
below the knee or right at the knee joint. He admitted that 
he got up without any difficulty and continued his work. 
He also admitted that he did not make immediate report to 
the department, but that his mother wrote when it was 
realized the extent of his injuries. When he left the depart-
ment on December 20th he asked to take advantage of part 
of his vacation, which was granted, and made no mention of 
any injury or accident, but did state that he was going to go 
to the hospital while at home so as to see what the con~ 
dition of the knee was, thinking it was more or less 
page 42 r rheumatic. He had had some rheumatism in the 
opposite knee following infection of his arm. This, 
however, had cleared up by the first of November. The arm 
was infected around the first of October followed by the rheu-
matic condition of the right knee. 
There was filed with the Commission report of Dr. C. E. 
Watkins who attended this claimant for infection of the arm. 
This letter was dated June 6th, 1942, and it appeared he at-
tended this claimant as a patient in September and October, 
1941, at which time there was a moderately severe cellulitis 
of his right forearm apparently following a small furuncle. 
He was running a septic temperature but responded to treat-
ment and the infection localized after some time, drained a 
great deal, and cleared up after a series of multiple small 
furuncles involving the entire right forearm. About the time 
he was ready to g·o back to work he complained of a dull 
aching· pain in his left knee. The pain was most severe in 
his left knee but if the doctor remembers correctly he had 
some pain at the same time in his right knee. The pain was 
of a vague, theumatoid type, with no external evidence of 
anything· such as swelling, tenderness, fluid, etc. As to the 
que$tion of the left knee being involved, this claimant testi-
fied that the greater pain was in the right knee 
page 43 ~ with only a small amount of pain present in the 
. left knee, or just the reverse of what Dr. vVatkins 
said in his letter. He admitted, however, that he was bothered 
somewhat with rheumatism in both legs before the alleged ac-
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~ident of December 5th, 1941. He admitted that although he 
inform.eel his superior on December 20th that he was going 
home, taliing;part of his vacation, a.nd at the same time would 
try to £incl· out just what his condition was, that he made no 
mention or' any alleged accident, and so far as he knew then 
the accident on the hillside had nothing· to do with his con-
dition. 
Mr. H.K. Hunsberger, Senior Engineer for the Highway 
Department, testified that this claimant began working for 
him about August 1st, 1941, and was transferred to Mr. Hays 
on November 15th, 1941. He knew during the period this 
claimant worked for him that his knee was in bad shape and 
to the extent that he was not able to do the same amount 
of work as another employee with perfectly good limbs, and 
for this reason this witness kept him where it would not be 
dangerous for him to fall. A part of the time. this employee 
was out because of an infection of the arm below the elbow,. 
which has been indicated above. When he returned following 
this arm condition he noticed a decided limp whlch continued 
as long as he remained with his party, which was up to No-
vember 15th. 
S. A. Hays, Senior Engineer in charge of party 
page 44 ~ working on Afton Mountain during the latter part 
of November or early part of December, testified 
that this claimant came to work with his party on· November 
15th and at that time the claimant was lame. When this 
claimant first reported to him he assigned him to help meas-. 
ure the road, which requires one to get up and down on bis 
knees, but he observed this was not beneficial to the employee 
so he placed him in the road to hold a safety sign in his 
hand, and after that it was necessary that the employees climb 
a bluff and amon!? this g;rouu was this claimant. '' I realized 
that it would be difficult for the claimant to do this but as 
he thoug·ht it might limber his leg up, inasmuch as the rheu-
matism had practically cleared 11n, and exercise would be 
beneficial, I permitted him to go." However, on December 
·20th or 21st I1e asked to take part of his vacation, so as to 
p:o to doctor for examination, and request was granted. If' 
there was an accident while workiwr on the bluff or hillside, 
this witness knew nothing; of it. Claimant's mother wrote 
him while the claimant was in the hospital asking for some-
assistance and he ref erred the letter to the -proper authori-
ties. After the oneration and he had a conference' with the 
claimant, he asked him as to whv he did not report the ac-
~ident at the time and renlied: '' I thought it was so sli~ht 
it was not necessary." While this witness had observed that 
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the claimant w·as lame, he could not state as to which leg was 
the one involved. 
page 45 ~ It was agreed that counsel for claimant would 
file reports of three physicians in West Virginia 
in relation to this case, and counsel for the employer would 
be given copies and the right to cross examine. In accord-
ance with this agreement, counsel for claimant filed a state-
ment of Dr. J. N. Reeves, dated October 21st, 1942. This 
claimant gave him the history of complaining about his left 
knee which began several weeks prior to examination on De-
cember 24th, 1941, that he suffered slight injury when his 
knee was accidentally struck between two rocks while work-
ing with a surveying crew in Virginia. Following the injury 
he continued to have some soreness about the knee with 
gradual increase in swelling and pain. He gave no past his-
tory of injury to the left leg or any severe injury to any 
bony parts of the body. On physical examination Dr. Reeves 
noticed that he walked with a decided limp, shielding the left 
leg. The patient was fairly well nourished and well de-· 
veloped male, 19 years of age, with no evidence of any upper 
respiratory infection. In the abdomen and inguinal region 
· we found no evidence of any glandular enlargement nor ten· 
derness. About the left knee there was some swelling be-
low the knee joint and marked tenderness over the medial 
aspect of the proximal end of the tibia. This area was some-
what spongy to palpation and on first examination was 
thought to have some purulent material present. X-ray ex-
a.mina tion of the knee showed no evidence of any 
page 46 ~ marked hypertrophy of the bone, however, there 
were definite bony changes with periosteal changes 
noted in the proximal end, and X-ray impression was prob-
able osteomyelitis with possible beginning· malignant growth. 
He was admitted to the hospital on December 26th, 1941, 
and on December 31st, after preparation of his leg, the 
proximal end of the tibia ,vas exposed and bone opened and 
thoroughly curetted. At this operation was found no evi-
dence of any purulent material but a large amount of highly 
vascular tissue resembling brain substance with definite bone 
destruction in a small area in proximal end of tibia. Patho-
logical study was made of the tissue removed indicating it 
was a chondro sarcoma. The patient was observed for ap-
proximately ten days, the wound healed by primary inten-
tion, but there was noted a de.finite growthi appearing along 
the same area, and re-X-ray examination also verified the 
evidence of reappearance of the growth. It was then that 
amputation was advised. It was Dr. Reeves' opinion that the 
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prior arm infection and the trouble in the knee in conjunc-
tion therewith, whether the same had cleared up prior to- the 
time the knee was struck by a rock or not, had no. bearing 
on the diagnosis and condition found involving the left knee, 
and for which amputation was done. He is of the opinion 
that from medical experience infection is not considered the 
cause of sarcoma. He is further of the . opinion 
page 47 ~ that the condition which developed at the site of 
the left knee was a direct result of the injury from 
the rock and that previous infection had no bearing on same 
and the blow on the leg ,vas the sole cause of the trouble. 
Dr. M. lvI. Ralston reported on October 21st, 1942, along 
the same lines as did Dr. Reeves, setting forth that he read 
the statement of Dr. Reeves and in his opinion confirmed 
same. Dr. Ralston had attended this patient during his stay 
at Oak Hill Hospital and was present at the operation and 
rendered subsequent treatment. He was also of the opinion 
that ordinary infections which would enter the blood stream, 
which apparently happened here, was not the cause of sar-
coma and that the condition which necessitated the amputa-
tion of the leg was not caused directly or indirectly by any 
previous arm infection or resulting trouble therefrom in the · 
knee. 
Under date of November 17th, 1942, the employer sub-
mitted a report from Dr. John S. Howe, who indicates in 
the statement that he is a graduate of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, College of Medicine, of the class of 1932, that he in-
terned at the University of Chicago Clinics, that for the past 
seven years he has been devoting full time to the practice of 
Pathology, .first at the University of Illinois, Col-
page 48 ~ lege of Medicine, Chicago, and for the past two 
years at the Medical College of Virginia. He is 
licensed to practice. in Illinois and in Virginia and at the 
present time holds the position of Associate Professor of 
Pathology in the Medical College of Virginia. In this ca-
pacity a considerable part of his time is devoted to the study 
and diagnosis of tumors. He has read all the evidence in 
the case of Charles L. Ellis, III, versits the Department of 
Hig·hways, including the opinions of Dr. J. N. Reeves and 
Dr. lVL M. Ralston. His report on this case will be quoted 
at length and fa as follows: . . 
"J\fr. Ellis sustained a slight injury to his left knee ·while 
working with the surveying crew on December 10, 1941. He 
was first examined by Dr. J. N. Reeves on D~cember 24, 1941, 
and admitted to the hospital for further study on December 
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26. Operation was performed on December 31, at which time 
material removed from the proximal end of the tibia was 
diagnosed as chondro-sarcoma. The second operation was 
performed on January 19, 1942., at which tirµe the left leg 
was amputated in the distal one-third of the thigh. The 
chief question at issue is, whether or not the trauma sus-
tained on December 10 was the cause of the malignant tumor 
of the knee which necessitated amputation. Dr. J. N. Reeves 
makes the statement that the blow on the leg was 
page 49 ~ the sole cause of the sarcoma which subsequently 
developed and necessitated amputation of his leg. 
He makes the further statement that in his ju(lgment it is 
a well established and recognized fact in the 'fuedical pro-
fession that trauma is the sole cause of many malignaD;cies 
developing shortly thereafter and thus the result which· fol-
lowed in the case of Mr. Ellis is a common one and which 
might well have been expected. The opinion of Dr. M. ·M. 
Ralston essentially agrees with that of Dr. Reeves. Neither 
state any authority for these opinions. 
'' In my opinion these rather sweeping general statements 
of Dr. Reeves and Dr. Ralston are not sustained by the lead-
ing authorities on bone sarcomas. Ewing's Neoplastic Dis-
eases, 4th Edition, page 314, states as follows: 'The etiology 
of bone sarcoma is highly obscure.' 'All varieties of sar-
coma have been attributed to trauma, but it is evident that 
the injury is only one of several essential factors. As a rule 
the trauma is moderately severe and may result in fracture 
or splintering, or in local hemorrhage, and the tumor seems 
to represent a.n exagg·eration and perversion of the healing 
process. The vast majority of fractures and bone injuries 
heal normally, therefore when sarcoma of bone follows in-
jury there is a strong presumption that it is caused not by 
the injury but by one of the conditions positively known . to 
produce it.' On page 305 he states: 'Per~istent 
page 50 ~ increasing and unexplained pain is the most sig-
nificant and earliest symptom in nearly all cases 
and calls for a provisional diag11osis of osteogenic sarcoma.' 
Geschickter and Copeland in Tumors of bone, 1st Edition, 
page 102, state as follows:· 'The symptoms in primary 
chondro-sarcoma have usually existed for about five months 
before examination and begin with a complaint of pain which. 
may or may not follow a relatively mild form of trauma. 
The pain becomes rapidly more constant and severe and soon 
interferes with ~unction of the part. Weight bearing in the 
affected leg soon becomes painful and limping is followed 
bv the use of crutches.' 
.~ "Bell, Textbook of-Pathology, 4th Edition, page 251, states 
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as follows: 'In order to establish the traumatic origin of a 
neoplasm it must be shown : 
(1) That no tumor was present in the wounded area prior 
to the inju,ry ,:: · 
(2) That 'Symptoms were continuously present in the 
wounded area from the time of injury until a tumor is p1·oved 
to be present. 
(3) That a reasonable time has elapsed between the trauma 
and the appearance of the tumor ( not less than three 1nonths 
nor more than two years) .. 
{4) That the trauma was severe enough to pro-
page 51 ~ duee definite damage to the tissues.' 
'' In my opinion the mere history of trauma is not suffi-
cient to presume that it is the cause of a bone sarcoma 
which subsequently developed. There are at least three 
possible explanations which might be given of the association 
between trauma and bone sarcoma. First, the trauma may 
simply have called attention to a tumor of bone which had 
previously existed. Second, the relationship may be entirely 
co-incidental with no causal relationship. Third, perhaps in 
a small percentage of cases the trauma may actually cause 
the bone sarcoma or may accelerate the g·rowth of a sareoma: 
already existing. In my opinion each case must be judged 
on its merits and not on g~neralities which are not sus-
tained by the best medical opinion. 
''In order to evaluate the case accurately on its merits,. 
it would be helpful to have more definite information on the 
size of the tumor in the X-ray and at the time of opera-
tion as well as to review the slides made from the tumor r 
since the course of a bone sarcoma may vary according to 
the histolgic type. However if we accept the diagnosis of 
chondro-sarcoma and the description of Dr. Reeves at thei 
time of the operation that 'a large amount of tumor tissue 
was removed', we may be abl~ to reach some logical con-
clusion. Bell's Textbook of Pathology, page 284, 
page 52 ~ 4th Edition, 1941, states: 'Cliondro-sarcoma is a: 
bulky hard tumor of slowly progressing course.' 
'' Geschickter and Copeland in the work previously cited, 
studied 79 cases of primary chondro-sarcoma. Of the cases· 
in which there was no history of trauma the time from onset 
of symptoms to the first examination by a ·physician varied 
from one-half to 12 months with an average of about 5 months·. 
In those with a history of trauma the period varied from 
one to 48 months. In my opinion it is quite unlikely that a: 
chondro-sarcoma of the size described here coulcI de:v.efop in 
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a period of 14 days, that is, from December 10 when the in-
jury occurred to December 24th, when the patient first pre-
sented himself to Dr. Reeves for examination. It seems more 
probable that the pain which was present in the knee from 
about October and caused fairly constant limping according 
to the testimony, was due to an early tumor actually. present 
at that time. 
"The evidence is conflicting as to which leg was affected, 
in October, 1941, and subsequently. l\tlr. Ellis himself states 
that the pain involved both legs. 
"Conclusion: In my opinion the statement of Dr. Reeves 
on the role of trauma in bone sarcoma is much too broad and 
general. As shown by the authorities quoted, trauma is not 
a common cause of tumors. Furthermore there are definite 
criteria established for establishing such a rela-
page 53 ~ tionship in individual cases. The evidence quoted 
in this case fails to show a definite relationship 
between the trauma and the development of the chondro-
sarcoma in my opinion. As a matter of fact the very short 
period of time elapsing between the trauma and the diagnosis 
of a well defined chondro-sarcoma makes existence of any re-
lationship very unlikely. I agree with the. opinion of Drs. 
Reeves and Ralston concerning the lack of relationship of 
the previous arm infection to the development of bone sar-
coma.'' 
It appears that this employee has failed to establish that 
his condition is a result of the alleged accident of December 
5thJ 1941, as he failed to show a definite relationship between 
the alleged accident and the development of chondro-sarcoma. 
The very short period of time elapsing between the alleged 
accident and the trauma, and the diagnosis of well defined 
chondro-sarcoma, make the existence of any relationship 
most unlikely. For the above reasons the claim is dismissed 
and each party will pay its own cost. 
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Case of Charles L. Ellis, Ill. 
Claim No. 608-851. 
Date November 24, 1942. 
Commonwealth of Virginia (Employer) 
Department of Highways 
Richmond, Virginia. 
• • J 
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You are hereby notified that a hearing was held in the 
above styled case before Commissioner Deans at Richmond, 
Virginia, on August 15, 1942, and a decision rendered on No..: 
vember 24, 1942, dismissing this claim on the ground that 
the evidence failed to indicate claimant's condition was due 
to the alleged accident of December 5, 1941. 
Each party will pay his own costs in this proceeding. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA. 
PARKE P. DEANS, Chairman. 
page 55 r Attest: 
W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
page 56 r Charles L. Ellis, III, Claimant, 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Em. 
ployer. (Self-Insured.) 
Claim No. 608-8-51. 
:M:arch 1, 1943. 
Mr. James R. Caskie, Attorney-at-Law, Lynchburg, Vir-
ginia, for claimant. 
M:r. Walter E. Rog·ers, Asst. Attorney General, Richmond, 
Virginia, for the def enclant. 
Review before the full Commission· at Richmond, Virginia, 
January 20, 1943. 
Nickels, Commissioner, rendered the opinion. 
The facts proven clearly show that the claimant was lame 
in the area of the left knee long before the day of the alleged 
accident. The medical evidence on both sides is to the effect 
the infectious condition of the right area was not the pro-
ducing· eause of the chondro-sar~oma. The latter 
page 57 r was located at the proximal end of tl1e tibia. 
There can be no doubt this latent condition ·ex .. 
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plains the perceptible limp in the left leg, which was observed 
prior to the date of the accident by the engineer under whom 
the claimant worked. 
The history given by the claimant to his attending physi-
cian, and which is of great importance in a proper diagnosis 
in cases of this character, does not conform to a preponder-
ance of the evidence in this case. He denied ever having· 
had any trouble with the left knee until the date of the al-
leged accident. The evidence shows otherwise. It is un-
reasonable from the standpoint of general medical experience 
to have the pathology of a tumor in such an advanced stage 
within such a short period of time. 
The history given by the claimant is of a vague and in-
definite character. He states that in climbing the slope a loose 
rock rolled down, the same striking his left knee and that 
some discomfort was experienced, b~t g·ave the matter no 
serious thought. The site of the blow was not stated, nor 
was evidence of an abrasion or contusion mentioned. The 
history related to his attending physician states that he 
slipped and struck his left knee between two rocks. These 
are inconsistent statements. 
page 58 } There is no evidence of a blow or other injury 
involving the area of the tumor. It was growing 
progressively worse . before the alleged accident happened. 
Slight trauma applied to the knee cap would have very little, 
if any, effect upon the tumor below at the proximal end of 
the tibia. If so, it. seems logical, the aggravation thereof 
would have produced an acute flare-up. at an earlier stage. 
In concise language the claimant gave varying histories 
evidencing the thought his mind was trying to recall some-
thing not so deeply impressed upon his mind at the time as 
to leave a :fixed conception. A careful survey of the record 
shows the history given his attending physicians was an er-
roneous one. 
It is the opinion of the full Commission the claimant failed 
to establish an accident, or causal connection between the al--
leged accident and the development of the tumor either di-
rectlv as a cause or by an aggravation thereof. For the fore-
going reasons and those expressed in the Finding of Fact by 
Commissioner Deans under date of November 24, 1942, the 
former award is affirmed and the application for a Review 
dismissed from the docket. 
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NOTICE OF A"W A.RD. 
Case of Charles L. Ellis, III. 
Date March 1,. 1943. 
Commonwealth. of Virginia· (Employer) 
Department of Highways 
Richmond, Virginia. 




Yo1,1 are hereby notified that a Review was held in the 
above ijtyled case before the full Commission at Richmond .. 
Virginia, January 20, 1943, and a decision rendered by Nickels,. 
Commissioner, March 1, 1943, affirming the award of No-
vember 24, 1942, and adopting the Findings of Fact of Com-
mission~r Deans as those of the full Commission. 
Attest: 
INDUSTRIAL COMl\ITSSION OF VIRGINIA. 
PARKE P. DEA.NS, Chairman. 
W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
page 69 t ORDER. 
Mar. 26, 1943 .. 
Charles L. Ellis, III., Claimant, 
V. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Em-
. ployer. Self-Insured. 
Claim No, 608--851. 
Nickels, Commissioner, by Order of the full Commission .. 
The original hearing in this case was held before Commis-
sioner Deans, at Richmond,. Virginia, on August 15, 1942. 
The lay evidence was introduced on the occasion of thfs near:.. 
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ing. It was agreed that the medical evidence would be sub':' 
mitted in the form of written reports, a common and neces~ 
sary practice before the Cornmission. This phase of the 
case wa!:, covered by a stipulation of the hearing Commis~ 
sioner in this language : 
''It is agreed that Mr. Caskie, representing the employee,, 
may :file reports of the three physicians in \Vest Virginia in 
relation to this case, copies to be submitted to counsel for 
the other side, and should they desire to cross examine, it 
· will be arranged later. . 
'' After the filing of these reports, counsel for the em-
ployer may :file reports of physicians, copies to 
page 61 ~ counsel for the employee, with the same privileg~ 
of the right to cross examine.'' 
The claimant delayed the filing of reports from his physi-
cians until October 24, 1942, when the reports of Drs. W. M. 
Ralston and tT. N. Reeves were filed. A letter was written 
counsel for claimant, on September 30, 1942, requesting the 
foregoing· reports. The answer of October 2, 1942,. stat~d 
some difficulty was being encountered in procuring the same. 
They were actually mailed7 a~companied hy letter of Oc-
tober 25, 1942. The report of Dr. John S. Howe was filed by 
the defendant on :tf ovember 17, 1942, and a copy of the re-
port forwarded to counsel for the claimant. The case was 
decided and an award issued on November 24, 1942. A re-
view of the foregoing· was requested by letter from counsel 
for the ciaimant which was recehred on November 27, 1942. 
The case was set for review in Richmond, Virginia, on J anu-
ary 10, 1943. The case was argued orally and upon brief 
by counsel representing the parties at issue. The review 
opinion and award were issued on March 1, 1943. 
The record is silent as to the intention of the claimant to 
insist upon the right of cross examination. The first inti-
mation of the intention to do so was contained in the open-
ing brief filed at the time the case was argued be-
page 62 }- fore the full Commis~ion on review. It was argued 
that the record supported an award in favor of 
the claimant; if not, that the case shoulq be remanded to the 
hearing docket for cross examination of Dr. Howe, whose 
medical report was :filed by the defendant. 
There is much to be said about the validity of the award 
issued upon review. However, in order to preserve the right 
of cross examination, and, thr.ough an abundance of precau-
tion, to g·ive the aggrieved party an opportunity to cross ex-
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amine the witness stated, we feel that the time between No-
vember 17 and November 24 was, under the circumstances, 
hardly sufficient. We do not mean to exonerate the claimant 
from fault in not advising the Commission promptly, on re-
ceipt of Dr. Howe's report, near November 17, 1942, that he 
desired to assert the rig·ht of cross examination. His failure 
to be more diligent was the primary cause for the- award is-
sued on November 24, 1942. 
The case shall be remanded to the hearing docket for the 
one purpose of permitting· the respective parties, if they so 
desire, to cross examine the physicians whose written reports 
are now part of the record. 
It is, further, directed that notice b~ given of said purpose, 
pursuant to the statute and that the cross examination be in 
the form of depositions, which shall be filed with the Com-
mission not exceeding 30 days from the date of this order. 
page 63 ~ 
Attest: 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA. 
PARKE P. DEANS, Chairman. 
W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
pag·e 64 ~ Before the Incl us trial Commission of Virginia. 
Charles L. Ellis, III., 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways. 
The cross examination of Dr. J. S. Howe, taken by con-
sent of parties, subject to objection, before A. C. Williams, 
a notary public, at the office of ,George E. Haw, Esq., 403 
Travelers Building, Richmond, Va., on April 20, 1913, at 2 
o tclock P. 1\L, 011 behalf of the claimant in the above styled 
cause, pursuant to the order of the Industrial ·Commission. 
Present: J as. R. Oaskie, :msq., attorney for Charles L. El-
lis, III. W. E. Rog·ers, Esq., Assistant Attorney General, 
attorney for Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of 
Highways. 
Mr. Rogers: Counsel for the· employer wi~hes to object to 
the taking of the cross examination of Dr. Howe on the 
g-rounds previously stated in writing and filed with the In-
dustrial Commission of Virginia. · 
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a witness called on behalf of the claimant for cross 
examination, being :first duly sworn, deposes and says as fol-
. lows: ·. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Oaskie: 
Q. Dr. Howe, this is a claim filed by .Charles L. Ellis, III, 
against the Department of Highways of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, which I shall hereinafter refer to as the Depart-
:rrient of Highways. You haye filed with the Commission a 
report dated November 12, 1942, and this is an examination 
on that report. I notice in your report you quote from Ew-
ing's Neoplastie Diseases, 4th Edition, page 214, that '' All 
varieties of sarcoma have been attributed to trauma", and 
then refer to the fact that '' the injury is only one of several 
essential factors". The statement that "all varieties of sar-
coma have been attributed to trauma" I assume means what 
it states there, that that is recognized as a cause of sarcoma. 
Is that correct? . 
A. I think that is a little misleading·. My understanding 
of that in the text would be that all varieties of sarcoma have 
been attributed by various authors to trauma. I think with 
that qualifying statement that all varieties of sarcoma have 
been attributed at various times by authors it would be cor-
rect. 
page 66 ~ Q. You mean authorities t 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the meanin~ then of the additional phrase that 
"it is evident that the inJury is only one of several essential 
factors"? 
A. Well, that I would take it to mean that Ewing is dis-
agreeing with these various reports loosely attributing dif-
ferent varieties of sarcoma to trauma; that is, in reviewing 
the cases and from his own experience it is evident to him 
that injury is only one of several factors concerned. 
Q. But it is one of the factors? 
.A. I think it may be one of the factors. 
Q. Then further down in the same quotation: '' The tumor 
seems to represent an exag·g·eration and perversion of the 
healing process." What is the meaning of thaU · 
A. Perversion meaning it is an abnormal or exaggerated 
growth rather than normal growth, which would be the heal-
fog process. 
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Q. Do I take that to mean that a,ssuming the existence of 
sarcoma that the trauma can exaggerate it or accelerate it or 
light it up or whateve1_· expression you use for iU 
.A. I don't think that refers to exactly that in the context. 
In other words, Els I understand thif;I quotation he is dis-
ting·uishing between the normal healing process following an 
injury and the exaggerated and abnormal growth 
page 67 ~ of ijssµes which constitute tumor formation. 
· · Q. In other words, assuming a tumor and an in-
jury, the injury wc;mld exaggerate the tumor or the tumor ex-
ag·gerate the healing of the injury and delay it. Is that cor-
rect? 
A. No, I still don't think that is exactly what this means. 
I think it is simply distinguishing between the normal heal-
ing· process following an injury and tumor formation, which 
is somewhat related in nature; that is, ~ gTowth of tissues, 
. but it is a g-rowth gone wild ~nd not f ollowhi.g the normal 
laws of growth. Th~t is what I talr~ it to mea~ 
Q. What I mean does that mea.n assumhig a tumor and an 
injury at the site of the tumor-does that mean the tumor 
is exaggerated or the injury is exag·g·erated o~· what t 
A~ I take it to mean tbat he is explaining· a tumor is an ex-
a.gger~tion of the ;nQrll}_al h~aling process. 
Q~ The tumor then would exagg~rate to an extent the heal-
ing of the injury¥ 
A. No, I don't think that follows. 
Q. An exaggeration of the healing process, what is the dif-
f ere nee between the healing and the healing process? · 
A .. In the heali~g of an injury perfectly, we will say normal 
healing, you have g·rowth of certain tissues; that is, g-rowth 
of blood vessels and connective tissues and perhaps bone 
if bone is involved, and so f o;l'th, but~ that growth 
page 68 ~ stops at a certain point; that is, with restoration 
of the tissue which has been lost. Now a tµmor, 
on the other hand, the same~p.o, not the same-in a tunJ.or 
you also h&ve growth of tissues; perhaps the same tissues,. 
whatever tissues may be involved, but that growth is exag-
gerated and it is not self-limited_. So it goes on and pro-
duces a tum.or rather than stopping when restoration is com-
plete. 
Q. I think tllat answers the question. I note on page 2 of 
yotn· opinion you ar.e expressing- your opin;ion there and you 
set out three possible explanations as to the association be--
tween trauma and bone sarcoma. The first is that the trauma 
is simply calling attention to a tumor which previously ex-
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isted. I think that is reasonably clear; I think anybody can 
understand that. The second, that it may coincide with no 
causal relationship; third, in a small percentage of cases a 
trauma may actually cause the bone sarcoma or may accel-
erate the growth of a sarcoma already existing. I take that 
to mean in a small percentage of cases it may cause bone 
sarcoma or if it exists it may accelerate the growth t 
.A.. I think that is correct. 
Q. In this case you never saw Mr. Ellis, did you? 
.A.. No. 
Q. And your opinion was written principally from the evi-
dence which was g·iven before the Industrial Com-
page 69 ~ mission f 
A. That is right. 
Q. And the reports of Ellis' doctors on it Y 
A. That is correct. 
Q. You state in your opinion here that it would be helpful 
to have more definite information on the size of the tumor 
in the X-ray and to review the slides ma~e from the tumor. 
Of course, that means you never saw the X-ray picture or the 
slides f 
.A.. That is correct. 
Q. .And you would have been in much better position to ren-
der a positive opinion if you could have seen those? 
A. I don't tlJink I would be in a better position to render 
a positive opinion-
Q. I will strike out the word ''positive''; just say an 
opinion. 
A. Let's put it this way. I am accepting as essentially 
correct the description of the case and X-ray of the tumor 
as furnished in the evidence. Now naturally I think almost 
everyone prefers to accept data from their own examination 
of a case. 
Q. In other words, just as you stated, it would be helpful 
to lmve that more definite personal information? 
A. Only in so far as it might change-well, I might dis-
agree on the description of the :findings g·iven by the other 
two doctors in the case. 1 I a_m assuming, however, that their 
description is correct and my opinion is based en-
page 70 ~ tirely on their description. 
O. Just below that in your opinion you quote 
from Geschickter and Copeland the statement: '' Of the cases 
in which there was no history of trauma the time from onset 
of symptoms to the :first examination by a physician varied 
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from one-half to twelve months with an average of about five 
months.'' I take that to mean of those seventy-nine cases 
there that the time from onset of symptoms to the first ex-
amination by a physician varied from one-half to twelve 
months with an average of about five months Y 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q. ''In those with a history of trauma the period varied 
from one to forty-eight months.'' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now to go back in your report a bit, quoting from page 
102 of Geschickter and Copeland in Tumors of Bone, 1st Edi-
tion, is given as the symptoms of this trouble that"' The pain 
becomes rapidly more constant and severe and soon inter-
feres with function of the part. Weight bearing in the af-
fected leg· soon beco·mes painful and limping is followed by 
.the u_se of crutches". I judge you take Geschickter and Cope-
land to be authorities on the subject¥ 
A. I think they are among the recognized au-
page 71 } thorities. 
· Q. In this accident it is shown that Ellis had 
some previous knee trouble prior to the time that he claimed 
he was struck by a rock on the knee and that that trouble 
followed or was accompanied by boils-I believe you doctors 
call them furuncles-a series of boils on his fore arm and 
elbow. You agree, I believe, all the doctors .agree that in-
fection of the arm coulcl not cause this sarcoma condition? 
A. That is right. It is no argument on that. 
Q. It is true, however, is it not, that it is not unusual and 
rather commonplace for an infection in any part of the body 
to cause pain or trouble in other parts of the body? 
A. That is true. 
Q. Such as tonsils or infected teeth Y 
A. That is possible; not uncommon. 
Q. It can cause pain in almost any part of the body? 
A. That is true. · 
Q. It appears from the evidence-there is some conflict as 
to just when, but it appears from the evidence stated that Mr. 
Ellis went to work under this last for~man about November 
15th. There is some conflict as to thj:s previous trouble. I 
will add that his knee had cleared up before the date of the 
accident. However, it appears on De-cember 5th; as he states, 
or the foreman thought about December 10th, he 
page 72 } w:ent up on a bank. Prior to that he had stated 
his trouble had cleared up and I believe the fore-
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man stated he thought it would be helpful to exercise his 
leg and he stated it had cleared up at that time, except for 
possibly some stiffness, but the pain had apparently all gone. 
That being true, if that previous trouble had come from a 
sarcoma of the bone why did it not take the course that 
Geschickter and Copeland said it would take, the pain become 
rapidly more constant and severe and soon interfering with 
the function of the leg and weight bearing in the leg soon 
becoming painful and limping followed by the use of crutches Y 
Why did it clear up instead of doing that 1 
Mr. Rogers: I would like to object to that question because 
there is a conflict in the evidence as to whether or not it had 
cleared up. Now if I am to understand your question is 
probably a hypothetical question, that if he had trouble be-
fore and it had cleared up-
Mr. Caskie: I will change the question. · 
Q. Assuming the previous trouble in the knee or knees had 
cleared up or practically cleared up entirely prior to Decem-
ber 5th or December 10th, if that trouble came from a sar-
coma existing before, why did it not take the course stated 
by Geschickter and Copeland, the pain becoming 
pag·e 73 ~ rapidly more constant and severe and limping fol-
lowed by the use of crutches, instead of clearing 
up! . 
· A. I think there is one word in that quotation that answers 
that and that is "usually''. They are talking about the aver-
age case. 
Q. There is no word "usually'' in the.re. 
A. I take the word "usually" to quahfy the whole state-
ment. In other words, they are describing the usual course 
of an average case of chondro-sarcoma ; the symptoms in pri-
mary chondro-sarcoma have usually existed so long and be-
gin with pain and the pain-they break the sentence there, 
but I take it to be part of the same sentence; the pain, usually 
understood, becomes rapidly more constant and severe, and 
so forth. 
Q. In other words, you apply the word "usually" in the 
first sentence also to the second sentence? 
. A. I think so. 
Q. As a matter or' fact, it is not so written? · 
A. It is not so written~ but applying the fact that it is all 
one paragraph where they are describing the usual course 
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of a condition, to which there are always exceptions. That 
is what I take it to mean. 
Q. You were using that 1st Edition· of Geschickter and 
Copeland on Tumors of Bone, I believe t 
A. Yes, sir, I think so. 
pag·e 7 4 ~ Q. In the revised edition, 1936, of Geschickter 
and Copeland on Tumors of Bone I find the fol-
lowiug at page 102, the same pag·e as yours : '' The symptoms 
in this primary form of chondro-sarcoma have existed for 
about five months before examination and begin with a com-
plaint of pain, which may or may not follow a relatively mild 
form of trauma. The pain becomes rapidly more constant 
and severe and soon interferes with the function of the part. 
Since the region of the knee is usually involved, the stiffness 
of this joint, with the assumption of a position of partial 
flexion, is common. Weight bearing in the affected leg soon 
becomes painful, and limping is followed by the use of 
crutches, full relief soon being· impossible even when the 
part is put at complete rest." That, of course, in a later edi-
tion of Geschickter and Copeland, the revised edition. You 
will note in that statement there the word "usually" does not 
occur. It speaks of the symptoms. 
A. I thought I heard you read the word. 
Q. It just states '' The pain becomes rapidly more constant 
and severe and soon interferes with the function of the 
part." 
A. Will you read the first sentence of that again Y I was: 
f"ollowing it here. 
Q. '' The symptoms in this primary form of chondro-sar:... 
eoma have existed for about five months before examination 
and ·begin with a complaint of pain, wlifoh may or 
page 75 f may ·not follow a relatively mi.Id form of trauma'' .. 
A. There is no ''usually'' in it. 
Q. And then it continues·: '' Tl1e pain becomes· rapidiy 
more constant and severe and soon interferes with the func-
tion of the .part.'' 
:M:r. Rogers: You are voucliing for the correctness of that r 
Mr. Caskie: Yes, I vouch that is a correct quotation. 
Q. Therefore, in the later edition of Geschickter and ·Cope:... 
land it contains the same . statement, that the pain becomes 
rapidly more constant and severe and soon interferes with 
tlie f'unction of ·the part.. Now in view of that later editfom 
, . 
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stat~ment, why was it if this previous trouble of bis knee 
c~me from sarcoma, assumfog it 'clc~a1~ed up; th~t if clear'ed 
up instead of becoming more constant and sev~re t 
A. Well, I think in the face of that staJ~iµent suf.!µ th~ngs 
are not unheard of. In any textbook they are -q.sually de-
scribing the usual case, the average case, a:q.d ·there fl·re ~1-
ways exceptions to that and I think i~1 spite of the way tliis 
is _worded, making· it sqund as thoug·h this woul~ be the ~n-
ev1table course, t4at th~ symptom of the particular pam, 
~hich is a varia.ble symptom and qqes fluptmite a lot, ~ight 
cause severe pam for a week a:µd the11 b~come better, even 
tlioug·h the tumor its~lf was progr~ssing during the· tiµie. 
The actual pain in these tumors is due to ~n in~ 
page 76 r volvement of the periosteum, the covering· 9f the 
bq11e, CHi~fly and it wqµld depernl on the amount 
of P:n~ssure put on the periost~-qiµ · llt riHY particular time by 
the growth pf the tu~or. T:Ji~t mtght fl~ctuate. · 
Q. Don't you think ip that ~ase that th~ authors would 
hav~ wrttten in most cases or
1 
-q.sually, instead of making the 
broad state~e4t that th~ paiµ rapidly becom~s more constant. 
and severe¥ · 
A. I think it would be put better, as a matter of fact, if 
they had. 
Q. Iri E]wing·'i:; N ~Rplastic Dis~ases, 3rd Edition, at p~ge 
300 I :fl:q.d the f ollo,vi:µg: '' P~rsistent, increasing and µnex-
pfo.ined pain is the most signipcant and the earliest symptom 
in 'nearly all cases and calls for the professional diagnosis 
of osteogeni~ sar~oma. '' Yo~ q~oted practically that same 
l~ng~f!.g~.. ~urth~r in th~ 3i·d :J3Jd~tion it proceeds as !ollows: 
'' The pam 1s of an achmg·, bonng· chirracter and 1s of ten 
worse at night. It is occasi~n~HY intermittent, rarely ab-
sent, and precedes the appearance of a tumor. The dm~ation 
of symptoms before the patient consults a physician is meas~ 
ured by weeks, or a f<1w months. The telangiectatic tumors 
progress very rapidly and a serious condition is reached in 
a few weeks." ']hat is from page 300 of the 3rd Edition 
of Ewing. Whether it occurs in the 4th Edition I don't 
know~ but accor¢ling to that stat'~ment the pain is persistent~ 
inc1·easing, may at ttµies be intermittent, but it is 
page 77 ~ rarely absent', and furthermore progresses very 
ranidlv and a serious condition is reached in a 
few weeks. That was the statement of Dr. Ewing in his 3rd 
Editi9·n. po yoµ thh1k t~at :~vp1l}d b~ a correct statement of 
the s1tuation....;....an author1t~tive stat~ment 7 
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A. It is not quite clear to me from that quotation whether 
he says that refers to osteogenic sarcoma in general or to 
chondro-sarcoma. 
Q. It is the sarcoma of the bone-it is in that chapter. 
A. But there are various types of sarcoma of the bone. 
· Q. It is on page 300, while the quotation you used was 
from page 305, but of course it is a different edition. As a 
matter of fact, I am not any expert on medical books and I 
located it in the book by taking the precise page in the previ-
ous book and found a part of the same quotation you used. 
A. Yes, I have a part of it. 
Q. Ewing is also recognized as an authority on the sub-
ject, is he not 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. I have already ref erred to the fact that the revised edi-
tion of Geschickter and Copeland at page 102 refers to the 
fact that the symptoms of sarcoma may or may not follow-
a mild form of trauma. I assume in that case if 
page 78 ~ the tumor existed the trauma would accelerate it 
· or light it up and call attention to it? 
A. Yes, I think one of the possibilities which I mentioned 
would be the case. 
Q. As a matter of fact, practically all the authorities recog-
nize, do they not, that in the case of sarcoma of the bone it 
very often follows the history of trauma either a short time 
before or a long time before f Very often there is the history 
of some trauma in it? · 
A. I think that i~ a fair statement to say there is very often 
a history of trauma. vVhether you can refer to that as the 
cause or relationship is another thing.. There are a numb~r 
of conditions in which if you elicit the history you are very 
apt to find a history of trauma or diseases which have no re-
lation to trauma. So in general we hnve to discount that a 
little, but I think it is fair to say there is fairly often a his-
torv of trauma. . Q. And it is generally reeognized, is it not., by most of the 
authorities on the subject that iu;suming a bone sarcoma a 
liek or blow on it doesn't' do it any good; it is apt to accelerate 
it or excite it or lig·ht it up; isn't that true? 
A. That is something that is very hard to answer because it 
is hard to tell what the natural rate of growth of a bone sar-
coma would be nnd I think there would be several possibilitfos 
there. In the first place, it migh~ have no effect. 
page 79 ~ Theor(:ltically' it might lig·ht it up and increase the 
rate of growth or you might even have a fracture 
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of the bone which waB already weakened by the tumor. 
Q .. It certainly wouldn't do it any good to have a blow on 
iU 
A. No, i don't think that is rer.ognized as treatment. 
Q. I also not.ice in GcschicktC'r and Copeland's revised edi-
tion at page 71 the following statement: '' Trauma is often 
recalled iu connection with the appearance of the tumor or 
with the exacerbation of the- symptoms.'' I think it is fair 
to ~ay that is dealing with the t:iubject of chondromas or 
chondromvxomas. 
A. I wo'i1Id say that wouldn't appiy h'3re at all because those 
a:re benign tumors of cartilage, just like a bony growth you 
might have around a joint; they are not malignant tumors. 
Q. I wanted to be perfectly fair ·with you and call to your 
attention where I found it. 
A. No, that wouldn't apply to sarcoma . .At least, he doesn't 
sny it applies to sarcoma. . 
Q. I also find in several other authorities and at page 96 of 
G,~schickter and Copeland's revised edition the following 
statement: '' These primary malig-nant tumors occur in pa-
tients undP-r 30, ~R.r<mma of. this form appearing 
page 80 ~ most frequently in pati~nts from 11 to 21 year8 in 
the post-adolescent period.'' 
A. I think that is very true. 
Q. ~rhat is generally recog'Ilizecl 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you familiar with the work on Practice of Surgery, 
by Dean Lewis? 
.A. I am familiar with the work in a. general way, yes. I 
am net familiar with everything in it, but I know the work. 
Q. That work it appears was gotten out by Dean Lewis, 
Professor Emeritus of Surgery, Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine; Visiting Surgeon, Johns Hopkins Hospi-
tal. Baltimore., in association with Drs. J. Shelton Horsley, 
George P. Muller, Thomas S. Cullen, Herman L. Kretschmer 
ancl v,rmis C. Campbell. I believe Dean Lewis and all of the 
a~soriates there on that work are recog'Ilized as men of au-
thoritative standing, aren't they? 
A. 1 t.l1ink so. 
Q. In his Practice of Surgery, 1940 Edition, Chapter 1, 
Volume II, page 29, I find the following statement-by the 
war, this chapter was written by Dr. S. L. Haas, Associate 
Clinical Professor of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Cali-
fornia 1\:f.edical School, and occupied the same position at 
Stanford School of M.edicine and Chief Surgeon for the 
S~preI11e Co~rt Qf Appeals of Vir~i~ia 
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Shriners :ffospital for Crippled Cbildr~n. The statement is: . 
"1-1he most freqµent bones inyolv~d by.sarcoma are 
page 81 ~ the femur, the tibia., and the. humerus. Males are 
more frequently affe~ted with s~r~oma than fe-
males, in the prop9rtion of aQ~nlt thr~e to two. The most fre-
qtjeµt ·~ge periq~l for sq.rcoma to appear is from ten to twenty 
yeifrs, t~~~ ·nc~t in frequency from twenty to tlitrty, anµ then 
f orfy to :fifty yetlrs.'' 'rhat practically agT~es · entirely with 
what w~ ~1ay~ · alreaqy ~ited from th~ oth~r ~utµorities~ 
· · A. J don't think there is much· to argue on that. 
Q. Then i~ V olqm~ ll, Plmpter L p~ges ~O, ~1 ~µµ 3~, I find 
the follo~in~: statem<mt u~der ~tiqlpgy: "S~rcom~ of tµG. 
bone occ11rs ~ore frequently in yQung growing iuclividuals 
in the regi.o11 of the m~taphysis, whi~h inclicates that the 
fundamental cause must be a'ssociafod with some disturbance 
in t~e pone clcvelopm~nt.-At pr~s~nt it may· b~ safely s~.id 
that the etiology of bone sarcoma is nqt know~.'' Doctor, 
as a. matt~r ~f fact, sarcoma pr cancer is ~nd has been the 
enigma of the m~di~al prqf~~sion for a period over year~ t 
· 'A. T think that is a fair statement · 
Q~ And no1:P4Y really kt1<>'Y·~ ~h~t c~u.1.se.s canc~r? 
A.. ~·ot ~s far ~s givmg .~ny 9~~ cans~. 
Q. As a matter of fact~ 1~n't it true that fJm healing of dis-
eases depends most largely· or :rat4er the healing 
page 82 ~ process for a disease depends more ·upon discover-
ing what caused H? vVhen you find the definite 
ca~s~ y~µ can much ~ore r~adily proceed with what you ca Tl 
it-:-
A. The tr~q.t~~:p.t. Gen~rally, I think that is right, aI-
tho~gh th~re are cprt~in ~:;:ceptions. In other words., there 
are re~s~maqly satisfactory tre~trp.~µts for a number of dis-
euse~ qf whi~4 tJ1~ aetual cans~ is not known. A malignant 
tm~~or is ~n exanmle of t4at; I fJliµk there is quite reason-
ap~y s~ttsf~~to~·y treatµient J~nowµ provided they are qif!.g-
nos~cl ~?rhr enm:~g·b. . . 
A
Q. ih~ m~t!l tr~afment i~ tp cut it away? 
• .1.es. 
Q. And the others you ~q11 't try ft; ju~i remore it f 
A. Yes, and then there 1s the X-ray . 
. (~~ +h~ nieqi~~l institutio:q.$ llaY~ be~n tr~ng for yeai .. s to 
cliscov(}r what is the cauee of cancer? · 
. .A' ., 1'. . .. •• O' . . . . l • . • 
.. ~ Yes, .t~at is r ~~hf. . 
Q~ -'~~c} ~n t]1~t event tl1ey ~H?;ht get. a he?,ling proce~s i:at]ier 
tJ1a'n tl1e ~~Pl}tatiye pro~~s~ 1. · · · 
4. Timf ~s Jlp$SJ bfo .. 
.. , Charles L. :BJllis, III, v. Comp:ionwealth . 
, ' ' i. ' 
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Q. Now under the )leading of Relation of Tr~uma to $,ar-
comn in' this Yolume II, page 31, the following staterµe~t is 
made: "The jmportance of trauma to ·bone sarcoma needs 
special mention pecause of the frequent history 9f trauma 
. preceding the formation ~fa, tumor. Trauma nat-
page 83 ~ nrally caw;;~s a local injury to tp.e cells and it ·is 
possible that some cells at a certain tim·e of' de-
velopment or in a. certain physiologfo~l state m.ay -qndergo 
a typical divh,ion and growth following an injury.'·' Yot1 no-
tice he says it may. · 
A. Yes, I think t:Jmt is a. fair staterp.ent. You couldn't di8-
ag-ree with that flS long as he says it is possible and it may. 
Q. And he ::,;et3 out: '' Becaq.se of the frequent l1istqry of 
trauma · preceding t.he formation of a tumor.'' Now under 
another hquding of Sociological Aspects of Tr~uma in Rela-
tion to 'Tumor in t!ih, book Praqtice of Surgery by Lewis, sa~e 
chapter, and volmn~, he stEttes as follows: '' The i:elation of 
tran-p1a to tumor formation h~s assumed greater importance 
since industrial accideiit insurance has become more wide-
spread h1 t.his ~ountrf Th~- rulings in the various states ·a.re 
thus far separate an'.d each co1Dmissjon has its own individnµl 
opinions. Exact scientific- ' · 
J\fr. Rogers: ;Jnst a moment. Let me interpose an ob.jec-
tion. 
Mr. Caskie: Let me finish the question. 
Q. ( cou tipuccl) '' :Jflxact sci~ntific proof is not demanded by 
· most ~ommissions and if a tumor forms after a 
page 84 ~ proven trauµia it is generally held as ~· responsible 
factor.'' Of course, you as a q.octor don't know 
what commissions hold 7 · · 
A. No~ .. 
q. That is not your line, b~1t ypu can see-
Mr. Rogers: Are yotJ using· that as a statement of l~w or 
a medical l_luthority or wi1at? · · · 
Mr. Caskie: · l\'feclical. 
Mr. Rogers: I object to it Qecause it goes nqt attempt to 
express an op~!}ion one ·way· or the othe;r as to the true Gaµse 
of sarcoma, but merely speaks in reference to wh'1t has or 
has not bee~ held by c~rtain ~o~~rts and ~~nnmissions. · 
By Mr. Caskie: 
Q. You ~noted from :J3ell '~ T.extbook of Pathology whic4 I 
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couldn't locate at home. Are you familiar with the Textbook 
of Patholog·y by Boyd? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I believe Dr. Boyd is Professor of Patholo~ and Bac-
teriolog-y in the University of T!oronto, Toronto; formerly 
Professor of Pathology in the Universi~y of Manitoba, "\fin-
nipeg, Canada., and he has got after his name M. D., LL. D., 
M.R.C.P., Ed., F.R.C.P., Lond., Dipl. Psych., F.R.S.C. That 
sounds to me like English. 
page 85 ~ A. That is right. I know Dr. ·Boyd by reputa-
tion and slightly personally and he is a graduate 
of Edinburgh and London. 
Q. Boyd's is also a recognized authority, isn't it? 
A. It is a 8tandard textbook. 
Q. In Boyd's Textbook of Pathology, Edition 1938, page 
987, I find the following under the heading· of Osteogenic Sar-
coma-- -that is the one we are dealing with T 
A. ·well, that is the general type, but the particular diag-
nosis that has been made here of chondro sarcoma is a par-
ticular sub type which may not be identical in all respects 
with the general term osteogenic sarcoma. 
Q. In other words, chondro sarcoma is a sub type of 
osteogenic ·sarcoma·? · 
A. Yes. 
Q~ The reason I tbought it was the same was because you 
referred to it. · 
A. Any malig·nant tumor of bone is an osteogenic sarcoma, 
of which there are certain sub types., including chondro sar-
coma. 
Q. I find this statement under the heading of Osteogenic 
Sarcoma: '' This is the most common and the most malignant 
of bone tumors. It is a disease of the second and third decades 
( ten to thirty years), and is very rarely seen after the age of 
fifty years. Over 70 pe1· cent of cases occur in the lower limb. 
. A history of trauma is common, but nqt so con-
page 86 ~ ~tant or' conYincing-.as in Ewing's tumor. Nothing 
is more difficult than to judge the :relationship of 
trnuma to tumor. In this case it may be said to be suggestive 
but not conclusive.'' I take it, as you say, .no one can say 
definitely the trauma has caused or can cause the tumor Y 
A. I think so. 
Q. As he states, it is sng·gesthre but not '30nchtsive. Are 
you familiar with Bryan's Principles of Surgery? 
A. No, I can't say that I am. 
Q. I :find iu a case in the Virginia Court of Appeals--
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l\fr. Rogers: I obj~ct to that. 
Mr. Caskie : I am just asking his opinion. 
· Q. I find in the ca.se of Winchester Milling CO'lnpan11 v. 
Senc·indiver, 148 Va. 388, the following quotation from Bryan's 
Principles of Surg·ory: '' Sarcoma arise ind~pendently of 4ny 
known cause and occur at any age; they may be congenital 
or.arise in the very old. The relationship established between 
the receipt of an injury and the origin of sarcoma is very 
interesting. A larg·e percentage of them develop at the site 
of a recent injury, with I!o definite time intervening. The 
degree of injury seems to play no important part in the 
etiology.'' 
pag·e 87 ~ Mr. Rogers: Does he refer to any particular 
type of sarcoma in that quotation? 
l\b··. Caskie: N otbing but sarcoma, but the other authori-
ties say they mostly arise with the tibia, the fibia, 8:nd the 
_humerus. This particular quotation is taken from the case . 
.A. Now what was your question about thaU 
Q. I asked you what is your opinion of that statement: "'A 
large percentage of them develop at the site of a recent: in-
jury, with ~o definite time intervening. The degree of injury 
seems to play no important part in the etiology.'' 
A. I would sav that statement was not in accord with the 
better recent authorities. I don't know how old that case is; 
I am not familiar with it. 
Q. That case was decided in about 1927. 
A. That might be a book with which I am not familiar and 
mav be an older work. . Q. I note in one of the other authorities which I have here-
tofore quoted from it was stated that the symptoms very 
often follow even a mild form of trauma. In Geschickter and 
Copeland.'s revised edition it Rpeaks of the symptoms in this 
primary form of chondro sarcoma and then says ''which may 
or mav not follow a relativelv mild form of 
page 88 ~ trauma.'' That apparently proves the Bryan state-
ment. 
li. The Brvan statement ,vas that it seemed to be little or 
no relation to the severitv of the trauma . 
. Q. Bryan stated, "The degree of injury seems to play no 
.important part in the etiology,'' and he also stated., '' A large 
percentage of them develop at the site of a recent injury. The 
relationship established between the receipt of an injury and 
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the orig·in of sarcoma is ve1-y i~teresting." T.hat is pr~~t.i-
cally the same statement here, tl1at ~ :ti1ild fqrin pf traum~--
the symptom foll6ws :(inild form· of tra:uma or relatively mild 
form of trauma.'. -
· . A.' I wouUr say this statemeµt wa~ a good d~al more nuali-
fiecl than the one yqn quoted froiµ Bryan. 
Q. But I say' G-eschicktcr· and Copeland practically agree 
that it dpes not require a severe fotrn (?f traiuna, it' may 'fol-
low a moderate form of tranma-relativelv mild. 
A. This says relatively·milci. · ~ ' 
Q. Doctor, yoti.r statem~nt which you filed with the Coµi-
mission· ·was a statflrrient trj the e'ffcct that in view of the cir-
c{unstances· of the ca~e and the tinie factor YOU dicI not. think 
it could be said this accident or injury col{ld havJ caus_ed a 
tumor of that proportion iµ that length of tim~? 
A.. Yes, that was op.e critc'!'ion on which I form~d my opin-
• • ' ' ~ I ~. 
1011. 
Q. Howeyor. von will note that several of the 
page 89 } authorities that" yon cite \ibove say it may be : a 
· · matter over sevetitl weeks," :fifteen clays,. five days, 
and that other one said a matter of weeks or months. 
A. I think we have to seprirate those cases in· which there 
waR trauma and those in wllich there· was not trauma. In 
otb~r words, they · are talkihg in · som~ of these cases about 
tbe length qf time that elap~cd' between the first symptom 
relie¢J. upon and the time tlifl-t the patient ·~onsult~d the doctor 
for the· prsf time. Now t~e sttt;iation of the t~me elapsing 
between the particular frauma and t}lP. time af which· the 
tumor was diagno~ed js not quite coirtparable. 
Q. I notice you refer h1 yo11r opinion to th~ date of the 
alleged accident as December loth. . · 
A. Yes. 
Q. The evidence wa~ Mr. Ellis testified that it happened 
on 'Dec~~bet ~th, the forep!ah !N\~ip¢d he tho1~ght ~t ~~p-
penecl on December 10tl1, Jmt n~ither Qne W[~s very positive 
as
1 lo ·th~ actual date. Wlw clicl yo11 adppt th~ 10th instead of 
the ·5th T · ·' · · · · · · · 
A~- ·rt'ma)res no essential diffr.renc::e tl~er.~. Read~ng the evi-
dence I had the impression that the final decisfon on it was· 
that it was the 10th. 
·. Q. !Ti1ei final' clcci~ion ha~ 11pt been made. '1.s a n)atter of 
fact, the opinion of ·m~ ObJn~is_siqn referr~c;l t,o it 
page ~ ~ llS J?ecemlfor 9th. Iii 'bther ,vqi·d~, it would bav~, 
· · · · 'iµfide a cliffer~c·e of :fi,re day~ or J!e'~rly one week 
lono·ert · · · 
\. ~ 
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.A.. Five days. 
Q. Of course, on the fith or the 10th the actual situation 
and the extent of the tumor wasn't known until they opened 
it up and went in there? 
A. It might have been inferred from the X-ray picture at 
the time it was first taken. That might give you some idea 
of it. 
Q. I think the X-ray was.taken on the 26th. 
1\fr. Rogers: On the 24th, if I recall correctly. 
A. I think that is rig·ht. The hest evidence of the extent 
of it would be at the time of the operation. 
Q. As a matter of fact, the evidence shows there was very 
little--a verv small part of the bone affected, but a large 
amount of wl1at thev refer to as brain-like substance. The 
X-ray would show tlie bone, but not this brain-like substance, 
would it? 
A. Well, the X-ra.Y' would show anv ehanges in bone, any 
destruction of the overlying hone. It might or might not 
show the brain substance according to what was in it. If 
it had any bone structures in it, those might show up in the 
X-rav. 
page 91 ~ Q. ··Tlw opinion of the doctors I recall referred 
to this brain-like tissno and referred to no bone in 
it. The X-ray picture then would only show the destruction 
of the bone, wonldn 't it t 
A. I think so. 
Q. And until you opened it up and went in there you 
wonldn 't know l1ow much of this other stuff was in there? 
A. No, it would be l111rd to say. 
Q. I believe the :firRt operation was performed December 
31st. Therefore, the actual amount of this other than t]1e 
small destruction of the bone and assuming there was no 
bone structure in this other tissue, the actual amount of that 
would not lmve been obi-iP-rvable until December 31st when 
they opened it up. ~rhat is correct, isn't it, 
A. I think so~ 
Q. So at that time the period of development would have 
been from December 5th to December Blst or December 10th 
to December 31st, aceo1~ding to which date you select? 
A. Yes., with the qualification tlrnt there was enough bone 
destruction 01i the 241:h to show up in the X-ray at that time. 
Q. The X-ray would show up, if you are :figuring- on the 
size-you wouldn't have to have much destruction of the bone 
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to show in the X-ravY 
page 92 ~ A. Not a great deal. 
Q. As a matter of fact, when it was opened up 
there was found only small destruction of the bone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Doctor, in your statement to the Commission you refer 
to the fact that it is sbown by the authorities quoted that 
trnuma is not a common cause of tumors, but it is recognized 
by most authorities a:5 a likely cause, is it not, but no one 
knows definitely? 
A. I think it is· mentioned there it is mentioned as a pos-
sible cause. · 
Q. I believe I asked you, did I not, that most authorities 
recognizEl with an exiRting bone sarcoma that a blow or 
trauma may and probnhly does exag·gerate or hasten it or 
light it up or whatever words you u~e 1 I don't say neces-
sarily will, but may? 
A. I say it mig·ht. I wouldn't say it probably does, but 
would say mi.ght or it mig11t have no effect. 
Q. Might do so or might have no effect 1 
A. Yes. 
RE-DIRI~CT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rogers: 
Q. Doctor, in reference to Geschickter and Cope-
page 93 ~ land, wl1ich lias been referred to by counsel for 
the claimant, both in the first edition w.hi.ch you 
mentioned in your report and the revised edition which has 
bci:m mentioned here it is stated that the sarcoma may or 
muv not follow' a relatively mild form of trauma. That au-· 
tho~·ity does not state that the degree of the trauma has no 
benring on the growth of tbe tumor, does iU In other words.~ 
while it states it may or may not follow a mild form of trauma, 
it does not state that the degTee of the trauma has no effect 
on the tumor, dqes it 1 
A. No, I don't think so. 
Q. Now in reference to Ewing's book, which you cited in 
yonr 1·eport and which was referred to by c>ounsel for the 
claimant early in his cros~ examination, he quoted a part of 
it which stated that the tumor seems to rBpresent an ~xag-
g·eration or perversion of the healing process. In the first 
part of that sentence appears the following: "As a rule the 
trauma is moderatelv severe and mav result in fracture or 
splintering.'' Is wh
0
at the work is referring to. there· when 
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you have a trauma which results in the bone being broken 
you have to have a healing of the bo11e and that the tumor 
which results is an enlargement of the healing process of the 
two bones or the bone that is broken 7 Is that nof what he 
refers to there? 
A. Yes, that would be my interpretation of that. 
page 94 ~ In other words, in order to have anv extensive 
healing process you have to have considerable 
damag·e to bone, not a fracture or 8plintering. A minor blow 
wou~d not damage a bone sufficiently ordinarily to cause any 
healmg to be necessary. · · 
Q. But isn't it possible to have a relatively large tumor or 
chondro sarcoma and have at the same time a relatively small 
amount of bone destructiou ? 
A. Oh, yes; that is true. 
Q. Is not a chondro sarcoma more a tumor of the cartilage 
of the bone than the actual bone itself or the covering of the 
bone! 
A. That is -0orrect. By definition the term osteog·enic sar-
coma includes all malignant tumors arising.from bone or any 
bQny structure, but c.hondro i-;arcoma is the sub typ(.1 which 
contains only cartilage or cartilagenous structure. 
Q. In your report which was filed with the Industrial Com-
mission you stated that in order to evaluate the case accurately 
on its merits it would be helpful to have more definite in-
formation on the size of the tumor in the X-ray and at the 
time of operation as well as to review the slides made from 
the tumor, since the course of a bone sarcoma may vary 
according to the histologic type. Did you mean by that that 
you might have disag·re~d with the doctors who 
page 95 ~ performed the operation and took these slides aB 
to the particular type involved in the case? 
.A.. Yes, I mean that any opinion I give is necessarily based 
on their diagnosis. I am not questioning their diag"Ilosis, but 
I think almost anybody prefers to look at the slides for them-
selves; the other .alternative is to accept what they say. In 
other words., they say it is a cbondro sarcoma and any con-
clusion I reach or opinion I form is necessarily based on that. 
Q. In other words~ in forming your opinion about this case 
and in making the report you accepted their findings as to 
the cliag·nosis? 
A. Exactlv. 
Q. And as to the size of the ttm10r that was found? 
A. Precisely. That is the only information which I have 
to base an opinion on. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caskie: 
Q. Doctor, you ju~t stated in response to a question by Mr. 
Rogers that the statement of GeRcltickter and Copeland that 
the symptoms may or mny not follow a relatively mild trauma 
did not constitute a statement that the degree of trauma had 
no effect on the h1mor. I assume you moan by 
page 96 ~ that that naturally the more trauma. there would 
be, the more damag·e would be done t 
A. I think so. 
Q~ Are you willing· for the i:i.otary to sign your name to 
this deposition Y 
A. Yes. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
State of Virgini&, 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
DR. J. S. HOWE 
l3y: A. C, WILLIAMS 
Notary Public .. 
I, A. C. WilliamR, a Notary Public in and for the City of 
Richmond, in the State of Virginia, do hereby certify that 
the foregoing deposition of Dr. J. S. Howe was taken and 
sworn to before nie at the time and place stated in the cap-
tion thereto, that it was signed in the name of the witne~s 
by me as requested by tho "\\iitnef;a. 
I further certify that I am not connected in any way with 
the parties or counsel and tl1at. I have no interest in the out-
come ofi the litigutfon. 
Given under my hand this 20th day of April, 1943. 
page 97 ~ A. C. WILLIAMS 
Notary Public. 
My commission expireR l\{ay 22., 1945. 
page 98 ~ Charles L. Ellis, III, Claimant, 
Commonwealth of Virg'inia, Department of High-
ways, Employer (Self.,.Insured). 
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Claim No. 608-851. 
M:ay 17, 194~. 
:M:r. James R. Caskie, Attorney-at-Law, Lynchburg, Vir-
gh1ia, for claimant. . . . . 
Mr. ,valter· E. Rogers, Asst. Attorney General, Richmond, 
Yirg·inia, for defendant. · · · 
Supplemental Review before the full Commission at Rich-
mond, Virginia. 
Nickels, Commissioner, rendered the opinion. 
This case came before the full ·Commission upon the rec-
ord as a whole which includes a transcript of the evidence 
upon the cross examination of Dr. J. S. Howe. After mature 
consideration of the whole record,, with particular, reference 
to the· foregoing transcript, it is the opinion of the F'ull Com-
mission the Review Opinion of J\,farch · 1, 1943 , should be 
adopted on this date as its final d'eterminatfon of the issues 
involved and it is so ordered.,· . . . . 
· 'The award of March 1, 1943, is hereby adopted 
page 99 r as the ultimate decision of the case and the ap-
plication for. a ~eview is ,dismissed from the 
docket. 
page 100 r INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA . 
.. '. - . . . . -· .. ' - .. . . - . . 
Claim No. 608-851. 
NOTICE OF AW ARD. 
Case of Charles ~- Ell~s, Ig. 
May 17, 1943. 
To: Commonwealth of Virginia (Employer) 
Department of· Highways · · : · · 
Richmond, Virg-iriia. · . · · : 
and Charles L. Ellis, III (Claimant) 
'Box #58 · - -· ,; 
Gallipolis, Ohio. 
and Self-Insured. (Insurance Carrier) 
~ - . 
- ' 
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You are hereby notified that a supplemental Review was 
held in the above styled ·case before the Full Commission 
at Richmond, Virginia, and a decision rendered on May 17, 
1943, adopting· the Review Opinion of March 1, 1943, as its 
final determination of the issues involved in this case. The 
award of March 1, 1943, is hereby a<J,opted as the ultimate· 
decision of the case and the application for a Review is dis-
missed from the docket. 
INDUSTRIAL OOMMISSION OF VIRGINIA. 
PARKE P. DEANS, Chairman. 
page 101 ~ Attest : 
W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
pag~ 102 ~ Before The Industrial Commission of Virginia. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, -Claimant, 
v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Em-
ployer. 
Claim No. 608-851. 
The Commonwealth of Virg·inia, Department of _Hig·hways, 
Employer, herehy excepts to the order of the Industrial Com-
mission of Virg·inia entered March 26, 1943, whereby the 
above styled cause was remanded to the hearing docket for 
the purpose of permitting the respective parties to cross ex-
amine the physicians whose reports are now a part of the 
record. 
As her objections to said order, the Employer states: 
At the original hearing held before Commissioner Deans 
on August 15, 1942, it was agreed that the medical evidence 
would be submitted in the form of written re-
page 103 t ports with each party to have the right to cross 
examine the physicians whose reports were sub-
mitted on behalf of the other party, if such was desired. The 
report of Dr. John S. Howe was filed on behalf of the Em-
ployer on November 17, 1942, and a copy thereof was mailed 
to counsel for the Claimant on that date, the same being re-
ceived by such counsel on November 18, 1942. 
Counsel for the Claimant did not notify Commissioner 
Deans that he desired to cross examh1e Dr. Howe and the case 
was decided by an award issued on November 24, 1942. If 
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counsel for the Claimant contemplated such cross examina-
tion, he had ample time between November 18 and November 
24 to notify Commissioner Deans of this fact and request that 
time for such action be allowed. 
After the award of November 24, the Claimant requested 
a review by the full Commission but did not state as a ground 
for the review that his right of cross examination was cut 
off by a decision before he had an opportunity to exercise 
such right. The Claimant did not request that he be per-
mitted to present additional testimony by way of cross ex-
amination of the physician whose report was submitted on 
behalf of the Employer at the hearing on such review, nor 
did he make any objection after receiving· the notice that the 
case had been set down for hearing on review, 
page 104 }- which notice expressly stated that no testimony 
of any· nature would be taken at that hearing. 
On the contrary, the first time· the Claimant raised any 
question about his right of cross examination was on the 
date of the hearing before the full Commission. Even at 
that time he did not request the Commission to permit him 
to cross examine Dr. Howe before further consideration be 
given the case. Instead, the -Claimant submitted the case 
to the Commission for decision and asked the Comi.:;sion to 
decide the case in his favor on the then stat.o of the record. 
See the language of the brief submitted at that time on be-
half of the Claimant, "This request for the reopening of 
the case for cross examination or introduction of other evi-
dence is made only if the Commission should, contrary to 
our view, feel that the compensation should, in the presr:nt 
state of the record, not be awarded.'' 
It is submitted that the Claimant failed to exercise his 
right of cross examination before the original dec~sion by 
Commissioner Deans ; that he failed to notify Commissioner 
Deans that he desired to exercise this right when he had 
ample time to give such notice, and that this right was not 
improperly denied by the decision of Commissioner Deans on 
November 24, 1942. It is further submitted that in any event, 
the Claimant waived his right of cross· examina-
pag-e 105 r tion by f ailurc to insist upon the same in the 
proper manner before the hearing on review was 
had by the full Commission; that his request, after submitting 
the case to the Commission for decision on the then state of 
the record, that the case be reopened if the Commission's 
decision be adverse to him, was highly improrle1~ and should 
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not be granted after a formal decision by the Commission 
on the merits of the case. 
CO:MJ\IIONvVEALTH OF VIRGINIA, 
DEPARTMENT :oF HIGffWAYS,-
•• • • • 
1 
• • Employer. 
By "WALTER E. ROGERS, 
• • • • 
1 
: ' ~ssistant Attor.~ey General. 
page ~06 ~ I, vV. F. Bursey, Secretary, Industrial Commis-
sion of Virginia, hereby: Mrtify- that the forego-
ing, according to the records <>f itliis office, is a.true and cor-
rect copy· of the exception 'of. the. Department of Highways, 
through its atto1·ney, .Walter E~. Rog~rs; to the :Order of the 
Industrial Cornmi!ssio11 · of Virginia, dated : March · 26th, . 1943, 
remanding Claim~o-; 60S.851, Charles L. ·Ellis,'. III, Claimant, 
v. Commo_nwe~}l..:ol.~Virginia, D'epartnient of Highways, Em-
ployer; to the,b~g docket for. the purpose ·of permitting 
the cross exairima4d:oii· of Dr ... John S. Howe by the employee. 
Given under my hand and the .,Seal of the Industrial Com-
mission of· Virginia, this the 9~ ~~y of J ~ne, 1943. 
(Seal) W. )r. ~Y~SEY, Secretary. 
page 107 ~ ~efore the Industrial' Commission of Virginia. 
. . ' . . 
Claim ·# 6~8-85~. 
Charles L. Ellis, III, 
'lJ. 
Commonwe~th of yirginia, J?epartment of ~ighways. 
. . . . : , . . \ . 
CERTIFICATE. 
~ • • l • -
The f ollow~ng· facts and incidents in connection with the 
hearing- of the above case a:re' · hereby certified and made a 
part of t~ie -recorq : · · · 
1. That at the hearing before the full Commission the at-
torney for the· c-Jaimant, Cha.'rles L. Ellis, III, arg'Ued before 
the Commission · and filed · a wri ttim brief to the · same effect, 
requesting; that if the ·Commission should be of opinion· that 
compensation -should not be awarded under the evidence be·-
fore the Commission, that the Commission should then re-
open the evidence: and allow: the'- attorney for the claimant fo 
cross examine Dr. Howe~ and, asked that:such cross ·examina-
tion ·be allowed;· arld in· support· of said request referred· to 
the following: 
Charles L. Ellis, III, v. Commonwealth. 83 
A. That at the original hearing before Commissioner Deans 
no medical evidence had been taken, as was provided for in 
the following agreement set out by Commissioner Deans: 
'' Commissioner Deans: It is agreed that Mr. Caskie, rep-
resenting the employee, may file reports of the three physi-
cians in West Virginia in r~lation to this case, copies to be 
submitted to counsel for the other side, and should they 
desire to cross examine, it will be arranged later. 
page 108 ~ '' After filing these reports, counsel for the em-
ployer may file reports of physicians, copies to 
counsel for the employee, with the same privilege of the right 
to cross examine.'' 
2. That in said written brief and oral argument the follow-
ing were stated: 
.A. That the attorney for the employee received a copy of 
the report of Dr. Howe on November 18th, and immediately 
sent a copy to the claimant's physicians in West Virginia, in 
order to ascertain their views and their ideas with reference 
to cross examination, in view of the report of Dr. Howe, and 
on November 24th, which was just six days after the receipt 
of the copy of Dr. Howe's report, and before the attorney 
had received a reply from the West Virginia doctors, a copy 
of the award from the hearing Commissioner was received. 
B. That the question of aggravation of a previous con-
dition, if such existed, had not been specifically dealt with by 
the doctors, and it was regarded as an important factor in 
the case, particularly in view of the authorities cited by Dr. 
Howe, and other general information on the subject. 
,0. That there had been no opportunity for medical tes-
timony on the matter of ag·gravation, due to the fact that the 
report of the physicians for the claimant attributed the sar-
coma condition directly to the accident, and thus it was only 
after the report of Dr. Howe that the question of aggrava-
tion became pertinent, on account of which cross examination 
was desired. 
page 109 ~ D. That it had been the intention of counsel for 
claimant to cross examine Dr. Howe specifically 
with reference to the question of aggravation, and be had 
been under the impression, as is usually true, that the Com-
mission would set a time and advise when this could be done, 
after inquiry as to whether cross examination was desired. 
I 
84 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Executed this 9th day of June, 194·3. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA. 
By W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
page 111 ~ I, W. F. Bursey, Secretary, Industrial Commis-
sion of Virginia, hereby certify that the forego-
ing, according to the records of this of :fice, is a true and cor-
rect copy of statement of Finding·s of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and other matters pertinent to the questions at issue in 
Claim No. 608-851, Charles L. Ellis, III, v. Commonwealth 
of Virgin~a, Department of Highways. 
I further certify that counsel representing the Common-
wealth of Virginia, Department of Highways, Employer, had 
notice that counsel representing the claimant would request 
the Secretary, Industrial Commission of Virginia, to furnish 
certified copy of the record for the purpose of an appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
I further certify that, as evidenced by U. S. Postal Reg-
istry Return Receipt Card, counsel representing the claim-
ant received on May 18th, 1943, copy of Award of the In-. 
dustrial Commission of Virginia, dated May 17th, 1943. 
Given under my hand and the Seal of the Industrial Com-
mission of Virginia, this the 1st day of June, 1943. 
(Seal) W. F. BURSEY, Secretary. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATT.S, C. C. 
-/ 
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